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ABSTRACT
The advantages of the ears as a means of identification over other biometric modalities provided an avenue for
researchers to conduct biometric recognition studies on state-of-the-art computing methods. This paper presents
a deep learning pipeline for unconstrained ear recognition using a transformer neural network: Vision
Transformer (ViT) and Data-efficient image Transformers (DeiTs). The ViT-Ear and DeiT-Ear models of this
study achieved a recognition accuracy comparable or more significant than the results of state-of-the-art CNNbased methods and other deep learning algorithms. This study also determined that the performance of Vision
Transformer and Data-efficient image Transformer models works better than that of ResNets without using
exhaustive data augmentation processes. Moreover, this study observed that the performance of ViT-Ear is
nearly like that of other ViT-based biometric studies.

KEYWORDS
Deep learning, Neural networks, Transformers, Vision transformer, Data-efficient image transformers, Ear
recognition.

1. INTRODUCTION
Biometric recognition is an information system technology that allows identifying any person by
his/her unique personal characteristics. Several studies use the common unique traits of an individual,
such as fingerprint [1]–[3], face [4], [5], iris [6]–[8], iris and voice [9], [10], gait [11], [12] and ECG
and EEG [13]–[15] for biometric recognition. However, recent studies suggested using ears for
biometric recognition due to its advantages over using each of these common biometric traits [16]–
[19]. Ear-based biometric recognition is both a science and technology that identify and authenticate
individuals by their ear images in a constrained or unconstrained environment [20]. This method
gained a momentum of interest in computational method research and application due to many
advantages over other forms of biometric recognition. Although ear recognition offers numerous
advantages over fingerprint, iris and face, it still faces significant levels of difficulty and challenges in
unconstrained environments [21]-[22].
Modern studies utilize image processing algorithms, machine learning techniques or the fusion of both
for the computational method of ear-based biometric recognition. One of these papers that utilizes
these algorithms is Kavipriya et al. [23]. Similar to the enhanced method of Cheribet and Mazouzi
[24], their method uses the canny edge detection algorithm and contour tracking method for ear
biometric and personal identification. The paper of Mangayarkarasi et al. [25] proposed the same ear
recognition method, but using only the contour method. The study of Jiddah and Yurtkan [26]
presented an ear recognition method utilizing the used ear image dataset’s fused geometric and texture
features. The works of Zarachoff et al. [27] presented the 2D Wavelet-based Multi-Band PCA
(2DWMBPCA) method, inspired by PCA (Principal Component Analysis) –a machine learning
technique– for an ear-based biometric recognition. The paper of Sajadi et al. [28] utilized the genetic
algorithm to extract the local and global features of ear images for ear recognition. While these ear
biometric methods achieved exemplary results, most recent studies suggested using deep learning
algorithms –a machine learning technique– in developing an ear-based biometric recognition method.
Deep learning algorithms are the most prevalent technology applied in the computational studies of ear
recognition methods. Most of these deep learning studies utilize an improved architecture to learn
from a single image [29]. The paper of Khaldi et al. [30] proposed the use of deep unsupervised active
learning for ear recognition using the AMI (Mathematical Image Analysis), USTB2 (University of
M. Alejo is with Electrical and Electronics Engineering Institute, University of the Philippines – Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines and also
is with Computer Engineering Department, National University, Manila, Philippines. Emails: marwin.alejo@eee.upd.edu.ph and
mbalejo@national-u.edu.ph, ORCID:0000-0002-0926-1261.
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Science and Technology Beijing), AWE (Annotated Web Ears) datasets and GAN (Generative
Adversarial Network) for image coloring. Their method achieved recognition rates of 100.00%,
98.33% and 51.25% on the used datasets. The works of Lei et al. [31] used the SSD_MobileNet_v1
model on USTB datasets and achieved a recognition accuracy of 99%. Ying et al. [32] designed a
DCNN (Deep Convolutional Neural Network) architecture called ear-recognition-Net for the ear
recognition task. Their approach achieved a recognition rate of 95% to 98%. Chowdhury et al. [33]
proposed using a handcrafted neural network algorithm for robust ear recognition and achieved a
recognition accuracy of 98.2%. The study of Alshazly et al. [34] proposed using pre-trained AlexNet,
VGGNet, Inception, ResNet and ResNeXt models for unconstrained ear recognition EarVN1.0 dataset
by transfer learning and fine-tuning. Their method determined that ResNeXt is the best model for the
task with a recognition accuracy of 95.85%. On a similar note, the papers of Alejo and Hate [35] and
Almisreb et al. [36] utilized transfer learning for unconstrained ear recognition tasks on pre-trained
deep convolutional neural network models. The works of Alejo and Hate achieved the recognition
accuracy of 97.3%, 93.3%, 96.7%, 94.7%, 100.00%, 96.7%, 87.3%, 86.7% and 81.3% on AlexNet,
GoogLeNet, Inception-v3, Inception-ResNet, ResNet-18, ResNet-50, SqueezeNet, ShuffleNet and
MobileNet, while 100% was obtained on AlexNet in the works of Almisreb et al., one of the newest
developed algorithms of deep learning. Although unrelated to ear recognition, the papers of Zhong and
Deng [37] and George and Marcel [38] are among the early studies that adapted TNN or Transformer
Neural Network as part of the method of their face recognition pipeline. Moreover, no published or
presented study proposed the use of Transformer Neural Network for ear recognition; hence, an open
opportunity.
Inspired by the facts and studies above, this paper aimed to investigate the effectiveness of the
Transformer Neural Network on unconstrained ear recognition in terms of recognition accuracy
performance. Furthermore, this paper (1) provided a deep learning pipeline for unconstrained ear
biometric recognition by ViT (Vision Transformer) and DeiT (Data-efficient image Transformer)
models and (2) compared the recognition accuracy performance of ViT and DeiT with the recognition
accuracy performance of other methods based on deep learning, particularly the CNN.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 of this paper discusses Transformers;
Section 3 discusses the Transformer-driven deep learning pipeline of this paper; Section 4 compares
and discusses the results of this paper with the results of other relevant studies and Section 5 discusses
the conclusion of this study.

2. TRANSFORMERS AND THEIR VISION-CENTRIC MODELS
Transformer Neural Network (or Transformers) is a novel deep learning technique developed by
Vaswani et al. [39] with a self-attention mechanism as its core. It is a simple and scalable solution that
exceeds the state-of-the-art results of the architectures based on RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) and
CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) on NLP tasks (Natural Language Processing). The ongoing
effort of several studies extended Transformers onto Computer Vision tasks [40], allowing the
introduction of deep learning models, like DETR (Detection Transformer) [41] and Deformable DETR
[42] for object detection, Axial-DeepLab [43] and Cross-Model Self-Attention [44] for image
segmentation, Image Transformer [45], Image GPT [46], Transformer-induced Biases [47],
TransGAN [48] and SceneFormer [49] for image generation and CLIP (Contrastive Language-Image
Pre-training) [50], ViT (Vision Transformer) [51] and DeiT (Data-efficient image Transformers) [52]
for object recognition. Furthermore, this paper focuses only on implementing Transformers through
Vision Transformer and Data-efficient image Transformer models due to constraints with the used
computational resources. The following subsections briefly discuss these two models of object
recognition.

2.1 Vision Transformer (ViT)
The absence of an end-to-end object recognition architecture through Transformers provided an
avenue for the development of Vision Transformer or ViT. Vision Transformer (ViT) is a brainchild
algorithm of Dosovitskiy et al. [51] that employs a modified transformer network architecture to
operate on images instead of text directly. Vision Transformer aims to provide an object recognition
architecture without relying on CNN. Moreover, while Vision Transformer consumes extensive
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computational resources during implementation over CNN [53], the works of Naseer et al. [54]
emphasize that (1) ViT demonstrates strong robustness over occlusions, spatial patch-level
permutations, adversarial perturbations and common natural signal corruptions for object recognition,
(2) ViT performance for shape recognition is comparable to that of humans and (3) ViT exceptionally
generalizes pre-trained ImageNet models or transfer learning for new domains of object recognition.
The Vision Transformer of this paper divides the input image into grid square patches flattened into a
single vector by joining all the channels of pixels in a patch and linearly injecting each by the desired
dimension. Moreover, this model employs a learnable position embedding into each patch and allows
the Transformer network to learn the image’s positional patch. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the
Vision Transformer for unconstrained ear recognition (Vit-Ear) as adapted from the original paper
[51]. Like the concept of transfer learning in CNN, the ViT architecture of this study replaced and
fine-tuned the final layer to satisfy the recognition requirements accordingly.

Figure 1. Vision transformer architecture of this study as adapted from the original paper [51].

Figure 2. Data-efficient image transformer architecture of this study as adapted from the original paper
[52].

2.2 Data-efficient Image Transformer (DeiT)
Data-efficient image Transformers (DeiTs) is another Transformer-based object recognition algorithm
developed by Touvron et al. [52] with ViT in its core. DeiT aimed to overcome the excessive usage of
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computational resources while exceeding the performance accuracy of CNN-based methods for object
recognition. DeiT can maintain a ~60% accuracy on object recognition while zero accuracies were
obtained for CNN on ImageNet task [54]. This is due to DeiT’s use of a teacher-student strategy on its
Transformer neural network to train directly on the used datasets. This teacher-student strategy of
DeiT relies on distillation tokens to ensure that the student (model) learns through attention from the
teacher. Figure 2 shows the DeiT architecture of this study (DeiT-Ear) as adapted from the original
paper [52].

3. METHODOLOGY
The methodology of this study consisted of four subsequent phases: (1) Dataset and Input Data, (2)
Data Preprocessing, (3) Training and Modeling and (4) Classification. Figure 3 visually shows these
phases.

Figure 3. Deep learning pipeline of this study.

3.1 Dataset and Input Data
This study uses two different ear databases: (1) EarnVN1.0 dataset [55] and (2) UERC (Unconstrained
Ear Recognition Challenge) dataset [56]. The EarVN1.0 dataset is the largest ear images dataset
mainly collected for the task of ear recognition. It consisted of unprocessed ear images in the wild
(unconstrained) of 164 individuals, with each having ~180 images for a totality of 28,412 ear images.
The UERC dataset consisted of 3,300 ear images of 330 distinct identities. Due to the computational
resources’ constraint, this study considered only the first 20 classes of the EarVN1.0 dataset for a total
of ~4000 ear images and the first ten classes of the UERC dataset for a total of 100 ear images.
Furthermore, this study partitioned the trimmed dataset by 80% training and 20% testing dataset. The
output of this phase is a set of training and testing datasets of the two databases. Figures 4 and 5 show
samples of ear images of the used EarVN1.0 and UERC datasets.
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Figure 4. Sample ear images of EarVN1.0 dataset.

Figure 5. Sample ear images of UERC dataset.

3.2 Data Pre-processing
This study pre-processed the partitioned training dataset by (a) resizing each ear image into 224 square
pixels, (b) horizontal and (c) vertical flipping, (d) rotating by 30 degrees and (e) normalization using
the standard ImageNet normalization values. Moreover, this study pre-processed the testing/validation
dataset by resizing 224 square pixels and normalizing each resized ear image using the standard
ImageNet normalization values. The output of this phase is a set of pre-processed training and
testing/validation ear images. Figure 6 shows the sample output of these processes.

Figure 6. Sample output of each data processing process.

3.3 Training and Modeling – ViT and DeiT Implementation
Following both the description of ViT and DeiT in their respective papers [51], [52] and the context of
transfer learning [50], [57], [58] due to the statistics of the used datasets, this study implemented these
architectures with their pre-trained ImageNet-21k model and fine-tuned each of the architecture’s final
layers to only recognize 20 people from the used EarVN1.0 dataset and ten people from the used
UERC dataset. This study implemented ViT using PyTorch-XLA on Google Colab TPU with eight as
batch size, a learning rate of 0.00002, a gamma rate of 0.7 and 20 epochs. On the contrary, this study
implemented the DeiT using PyTorch on Google Colab GPU with 32 as batch size, a learning rate of
0.001 and epoch values of 20, 30, 40 and 50. The used optimizer of this study in both ViT and DeiT is
Adam. Table 1 summarizes the used training and modeling configuration of this study in
implementing ViT and DeiT.
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Table 1. Training and modeling configuration of this study.
Configuration
Batch size
Learning rate
Epoch
Optimizer
Gamma

ViT
8
0.00002
20
Adam
0.7

DeiT
32
0.001
20, 30, 40, 50
Adam
Not applicable

3.4 Classification
This phase utilizes the pre-processed testing datasets of this study. This phase aimed to determine the
recognition accuracy of the trained unconstrained ear recognition models of this study on ViT and
DeiT. The output of this phase is a comparative analysis of the recognition performance of ViT and
DeiT in the context of unconstrained ear recognition over the recognition accuracy of other existing
deep learning methods, like CNN. Since there are no published studies that proposed the use of
Transformers for ear recognition, this paper considered comparing the results of this study with those
of the existing CNN-based unconstrained ear recognition studies and considered transfer learning as
the common ground.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 ViT and DeiT on EarVN1.0
This paper’s trained unconstrained ear recognition model on Vision Transformer (ViT) achieved a
training accuracy of 100.00% and a recognition accuracy of 95.31% with a loss of 26.36%. The
implementation of this model took 20 minutes and 40 seconds to train the ViT model on the
preprocessed EarVN1.0 training dataset. This study also observed that overfitting occurs when training
the ViT beyond 20 epochs. Overfitting is a phenomenon when the observed recognition accuracy is
higher than the observed training accuracy [59].
On the contrary, the implementation of DeiT on the preprocessed EarVN1.0 dataset took ~15 minutes.
The trained DeiT model of this study achieved a training accuracy of 100.00% in all the specified
epoch configurations and a recognition accuracy of 88.33% with a loss of 1.4% on 20 epochs, 93.33%
recognition accuracy with 1.02% loss on 30 epochs, 96.11% recognition accuracy with 0.88% loss on
40 epochs and 96.11% recognition accuracy with 0.69% loss on 50 epochs. This paper observed that
recognition accuracy remains at 96.11% when training the DeiT model beyond 50 epochs.

4.2 ViT and DeiT on UERC
Given that the used UERC dataset of this study consisted of only ten subjects with each having ten
images, the ViT model of this paper on the UERC dataset achieved a training accuracy of 100.00%
and a recognition accuracy of 96.48% with a loss of 20.08%. The implementation of this model took
~16 minutes to train on the preprocessed UERC training dataset. Like the observations on the
implementation of ViT on the EarVN1.0 dataset, overfitting occurs in this ViT implementation when
training beyond 20 epochs.
The implementation of DeiT on the preprocessed UERC dataset took ~10 minutes. It achieved a
training accuracy of 100% in all the epoch configurations and a recognition accuracy of 94.45% with a
loss of 0.98% on 20 epochs, 97.81% recognition accuracy with a loss of 0.93% on 30 epochs and
100.00% recognition accuracy on 40 to 50 epochs with a loss of 0.43% to 0.51%. Overfitting also
occurred in this implementation when training on epochs beyond 50.

4.3 Comparative Results
These recognition results of ViT and DeiT are closely comparable to the results of the relevant studies
on state-of-the-art CNN-based methods through transfer learning. The results of this paper achieved a
comparable result to the works of Lei et al. [31], Alshazly et al. [34], Alejo and Hate [35] and
Almisreb et al. [36]. The performance of the trained DeiT model of this paper on EarVN1.0 on 20
epochs is similar to the recognition accuracy performance of the SqueezeNet and ShuffleNet models
of Alejo and Hate, while the trained ViT and DeiT models on EarVN1.0 on 30 to 50 epochs and
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UERC on 20 epochs are comparable to the performance of inception-based, ResNet-50 and MobileNet
models of Alejo and Hate and the ResNext model of Alshazly et al. The trained DeiT models on
UERC with 30 to 50 epochs achieved a comparable result over the SSD_MobileNet model of Lei et al.
and the AlexNet and ResNet-18 models of Alejo and Hate and Almisreb et al. Furthermore, Alejo and
Hate took 2.5 hours to develop their ResNet models for the unconstrained ear recognition task
considering extensive data augmentations to achieve 100% recognition accuracy, while the
transformer network of this paper took ~10 minutes to achieve the same recognition accuracy without
relying heavily on data augmentation. Hence, this paper also proved the claim of Chen et al. [60] that
Vision Transformers can achieve similar or more excellent results than ResNets even without
extensive data augmentation. Table 2 shows the comparative results of the method of this study with
those of the other related studies.
Table 2. Comparative results of this study over the results of methods of other CNN-based studies.
Study

Dataset

Common
Method

Method
Vision Transformer

This study

EarVN1.0

Transfer Learning

Data-efficient image
Transformers
Vision Transformer

This study

Lei et al. [27]
Alshazly et
al. [30]

UERC

USTB2 (University of
Science and
Technology Beijing)
EarVN1.0 [49]

Results in %
(Recognition
Accuracy)
95.31
88.33 @ 20 epochs
93.33 @30 epochs
96.11 @ 40-50
epochs
96.48
94.45 @ 20 epochs
97.81 @30 epochs
100.00 @ 40-50
epochs

Transfer Learning

Data-efficient image
Transformers

Transfer Learning

SSD_MobileNet_v1

99.00

Transfer Learning

ResNeXt

95.85
97.30
93.30
96.70
94.70
100.00
96.70
87.30
86.70
91.30
100.00

Alejo and
Hate [31]

Handcrafted (own)

Transfer Learning

AlexNet
GoogLeNet
Inception-v3
Inception-ResNet
ResNet-18
ResNet-50
SqueezeNet
ShuffleNet
MobileNet

Almisreb et
al. [32]

Handcrafted (own)

Transfer Learning

AlexNet

5. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the use of Transformers in unconstrained ear recognition, particularly the
Vision Transformer (ViT) and Data-efficient image Transformers (DeiT). This paper also provided a
deep learning pipeline that employed these models. Like the concept of transfer learning on pretrained state-of-the-art CNN architectures, this study replaced the final layer of ViT and DeiT to
enable the Transformer network to learn the features from the extracted training ear images of the
EarVN1.0 and UERC datasets. The ViT-Ear or Vision Transformer on the unconstrained ear
recognition model of this study achieved a recognition accuracy of 95.31% on EarVN1.0 dataset and
96.48% on UERC dataset. The DeiT-Ear or Data-efficient image Transformers on this paper’s
unconstrained ear recognition model achieved a recognition accuracy of 88.33%, 93.33% and 96.11%
on EarVN1.0 dataset and 94.45%, 97.81% and 100.00% on UERC dataset.
This paper determined that Transformers through ViT and DeiT achieved comparable or excellent
results compared to state-of-the-art CNN-based methods for unconstrained ear recognition. Both the
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ViT and DeiT achieved a similar recognition score of Inception-v3 and ResNet-50, but with faster
modeling time, thus proving that Transformer networks work similarly or better than ResNets
regardless of the particularity of the computer vision task. Additionally, this paper observed that the
performance of ViT-Ear is like the recognition rate of a recently published face recognition method
based on ViT, hence inferring that ViT might achieve an approximate 95% in biometric recognition
studies regardless of the used modalities.
Future studies suggest exploring and investigating the performance of DeepVit (Deep Vision
Transformer), CaiT (Class-Attention in Image Transformers), T2TViT (Tokens-to-Tokens Vision
Transformer), CrossViT (Cross-Attention Multi-Scale Vision Transformer), PiT (Pooling-based
Vision Transformer), LeViT (Vision Transformer in ConvNet's Clothing for Faster Inference) and
CvT (Convolutions to Vision Transformers) on ear recognition and other biometric recognition
modalities. Since this paper is an initial study of the ear recognition on Transformers and considering
the limitations of conducting the experiments of this study, the proponent also suggested providing a
comparative performance of these Transformer models over the results of this study.
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:ملخص البحث
لقدددددرت أفددددداألتذأندددددمييت األشألاتأدددددةت بييدددددنت اادددددت ت ق ددددديت يا ددددد ت ددددد ت ددددد ت لت فبييدددددنت ددددد الت
صدددددل تلملددددد اي ترادددددا ت لرف ددددد ألتقمدددددهت أل
ددددا ت ل دددددلي ت قدددددرف ت ددددد ت ل ددددديتاايقددددديت بددددديت
ْ خ
اد أل
قمددددددهت لدددددد فلمتّت للبيددددددقتلم فبييددددددنتييددددددات لبقيددددددرتل اددددددت تقدددددد تاايددددددقت األشألاتت دددددد تر تاددددددلكيت
صددددددددد تألف لددددددددديت للي ددددددددد ألت
)ت ددددددددد ف الألت ل تViT صددددددددد ت
لب ددددددددد ف الألت للصدددددددددليفيلت ددددددددد ف ت ل ت
)DeiTs
لنفبددددد شست لبةددددد تر يتأدددددةت ددددد ت لرف ددددديتل بييدددددنت اادددددت تقددددد تاايدددددقت أل ددددد ت ا ألتشألات قفقددددد ت
ددددنت ب ضمددددديتذ تذأنددددد ت ددددد ت ف
لمدددددا ت لبةددددد تر يتأدددددةت ددددد ت لب ددددد ت ل دددددةت ةددددد نرتقمدددددهت
د فددددديت بييد أ
ت
ل ف
)ت ييا دددددد ت دددددد تخ ُّ يدددددد ألت لدددددد فلمّت للبيددددددق ت دددددد ل تCNNs شددددددلك ألت للصددددددليفيت الل أيفدددددديت
ينددددد ت لنفبددددد شست لبةددددد تر يتأدددددةت ددددد ت لرف ددددديتذ ددددد ت لبددددد ت صددددد تذأنددددد ت ددددد ت يددددد ت اد ت
)تد ات ددددددد تر تقبميددددددد ألتُّيددددددد د ت ددددددد نن أيفيتلملي ددددددد أل تقدددددددال تResNets ق ددددددديت شدددددددلك ألت
ف
)ت لبةددددددد تر يتأددددددةت ددددددد ت ل ترف ددددددديتViT دددددديتذاتذد ت قنيدددددديت
تال ظدددددد ت ددددددد ت لرف د، قمددددددهتشلددددددد
ايفيت اخاى ت
ات أل ق تاد ت ايال ت ت ل فقني ألت لبة تر يتأةت لرف ألت للي
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new learning methodology involving deep features and two-way metric learning for large,
extremely imbalanced face datasets where the number of minority classes and the imbalance ratio are both very
high. The problem arises because the faces of some celebrities, being more popular, are readily available in
social media and the internet, while the faces of some relatively lesser-known personalities are fewer in number.
Resampling being impractical in this scenario, we propose metric learning as the tool for mitigating the classimbalance problem prior to the classification stage. To reduce the computational overhead associated with
metric learning, we separately conduct weakly supervized metric learning with majority and minority class
subsets, a process that we call two-way metric learning. Transformation matrices learnt from the majority and
minority subsets are used to transform the entire input space twice. The test sample in the transformed space is
assigned the class of its nearest neighbor in the training set of the twice-transformed input space. Deep features
derived from the state-of-the-art pre-trained deep network VGG-Face form the input space and the aggregate
cosine similarity measure is used to find the closest neighbor in the training set of the twice-transformed input
space. Experiments on the benchmark LFW face database having 1680 classes of celebrity faces prove that the
proposed methodology is more effective than existing methods for the classification of large, extremely
imbalanced face datasets. The classification accuracies of the minority classes are especially found to be
boosted which is a rare accomplishment among existing methods for imbalanced learning in deep frameworks.

KEYWORDS
Face recognition, Metric learning, VGG-Face, Deep learning, Imbalanced learning, Extremely imbalanced
dataset.

1. INTRODUCTION
In this computer and mobile frenzy era, almost everything is getting digitized. The large amount of
data that is being generated by the use of such digital devices is creating a havoc and needs to be
analyzed, sorted and stored properly and judiciously. Social media platforms, like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and Zoom, create a large amount of data and logs based upon the usage of the
account holder. Face recognition plays a crucial role in detecting and tagging the identity of a person
in social media. The users who are very active on social media have a large amount of data associated
with them, including images that reveal the identity of the individual. Such users constitute the
majority class in the learning framework. On the other hand, users who are less active contribute to
lesser data and fewer images that make automated face recognition a difficult task; such users
constitute the minority class. Face recognition from such imbalanced datasets, where the difference
between the volume of data between the majority and minority classes is very high, is indeed a
difficult task [1]-[2]. Learning from imbalanced data is a well-researched problem in data mining [3][4] with various solutions proposed ranging from resampling [5] and metric learning [6] to costsensitive learning [7]. Selective pruning of majority and minority samples is found helpful, especially
when some amount of overlapping is there between the majority and minority classes [8]. Most of the
proposed solutions are effective for the binary classification problem, but classification in the multiclass scenario with a highly imbalanced class distribution is still an open research problem [9].
Resampling techniques might work on small toy datasets popular in data mining, but while dealing
with a very large dataset comprising of faces derived from social media, consisting of more than a
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thousand classes and with a very high class-imbalance ratio (ratio of majority to minority population),
it is not considered a feasible solution [10].
Novel learning methodologies need to be devised for extremely imbalanced large face databases in
order to meet the computational overhead and at the same time improve the classification accuracy,
especially for the minority classes having inadequate number of samples to learn from. This is the
problem tackled in this paper and we choose metric learning [11] as the tool for transforming the
entire input space in order to reduce intra-class differences and increase the inter-class differences.
This is achieved by identifying two smaller subsets of the large imbalanced face dataset as the
majority and minority classes and performing metric learning using these two subsets. Metric learning
would be done in a weakly supervized fashion for both majority and minority subsets to learn the
distance metric which can be used to transform the entire input space prior to the classification stage.
The contributions made by this paper can be summarized as follows:
1. Metric learning with deep features is introduced as a viable tool for large extremely imbalanced
facial datasets having more than a thousand minority classes, for which resampling is not feasible.
2. To reduce the computational overhead associated with metric learning, a weakly supervized
learning scheme is devised, for which smaller-sized majority and minority class subsets are identified.
3. The entire input space is then transformed twice, once using the transformation matrix learnt from
the majority class subset and likewise from the minority class subset.
4. The aggregate cosine similarity measure is eventually used for the classification of the transformed
test sample by finding its closest neighbor in the training set of the twice-transformed input space.
5. Experiments on the large, extremely imbalanced LFW face database having 1680 classes, with large
disparity in class populations, yield effective classification, especially for the minority classes, a rare
accomplishment among existing methods for imbalanced learning in deep frameworks. The methods
proposed so far mostly concentrate on the performance of majority classes only and exclude the
minority classes in the learning process.
The further sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation for our
work and the proposed methodology. Section 3 analyzes the results of the experimentation and Section
4 outlines the conclusions and the future work.

2. PROPOSED METHOD
2.1 Motivation and Brief Background
Deep neural networks have been used to classify large image datasets, such as ImageNet, and have
achieved excellent results [12]. However, they are computationally costly; it would take a long time to
setup and train the network for accurate predictions. Pre-trained deep networks trained on large
databases and fine-tuned on smaller datasets have been used successfully for complex computer vision
tasks, such as face recognition and age estimation [13]. Deep neural networks have, by themselves,
some inherent property of improving the scores of minority classes [14]. Pruning of the insignificant
features while passing them into the deep networks is a solution to ease out on the computation part
[15]. Resampling strategies prevalent in data mining are infeasible for very large, extremely
imbalanced image datasets due to the high computational complexity, as is the case in our current
work. We therefore, propose to use metric learning using sparse samples for transforming the input
space of the large, extremely imbalanced face dataset. Our work is motivated by prior works [2], [16][17], [18] that have applied metric learning to mitigate class imbalance for toy datasets. Application of
metric learning for large imbalanced datasets, however, requires a lot of computations and very few
works have addressed the problem. In our earlier work, which is a precursor of the current work [2],
we identified a majority subset of top-186 classes and learned the distance metric using a few samples
of each class of the majority subset. The result was an improvement in the performance of majority
classes. However, the improvement in the performance of the minority classes was only marginal. In
the current work, emphasis is on improving the performance of minority classes by devising a metric
learning scheme that would concentrate on the minority classes as well. Some of the earlier techniques
propose oversampling of the minority class for improving the performance [19]-[20]. However, this
solution is impractical in our case due to the presence of more than a thousand classes and the large
size of the dataset. The process pipeline for our method is described in the following sub-sections.
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2.2 Deep Feature Extraction from VGG-Face Deep Pre-trained Network
VGG-Face [22], FaceNet [24], DeepFace [25] and OpenFace [39] are a few state-of-the-art deep pretrained networks customized for face recognition. The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [26] is
the core neural network of all these models. Because of the large number of hidden layers in their
architecture, they are referred to as deep networks. Parkhi et al. introduced the pre-trained network
VGG-Face in 2014 [22]. It is based on the VGG-16 [27] architecture, which consists of 16
convolutional layers followed by a series of pooling and activation layers. The pre-trained network
originally trained on two million images is used to generate a 2622x1 feature embedding for each
image in our dataset, as shown in the VGG-Face model process flow recreated in Figure 1. The 2622dimensional feature vectors are further used, in our work, for metric learning and subsequent
classification by a suitable classifier.

Figure 1. VGG-Face model.

2.3 Metric Learning for Transformation of the Input Space
Various distance metric learning schemes have been proposed, in the past that improved the
classification performance of imbalanced datasets. The aim is to transform the input space so as to
bring the samples of a class closer and push samples from different classes farther apart. Some of the
most prominent distance metric learning algorithms are based on the Mahalanobis distance that is
shown in Equation (1) for two feature vectors (x, y).
dm ( x , y )  ( x  y )T M ( x  y )

(1)

Here, M represents the positive semidefinite matrix that is to be estimated. It is similar to the
Euclidean distance in a different space or a linear projection of the distance between two points. One
of the most popular algorithms using the Mahalanobis distance metric is Large Margin Nearest
Neighbor (LMNN). Weinberger et al. developed LMNN in 2009 [23] and it has since become one of
the most widely used data space modification algorithms. It is a supervized metric learning algorithm
that may be used before the classification stage. Optimization problem involved is convex and simple
to solve. The cost function shown in Equation (2) is the one that must be minimized.
(2)
The loss function has two terms: one relates to the force that pulls samples from the same class closer
together, while the other refers to the force that pushes samples from other classes apart. The cost
function in (2) is a weighted sum of push and pull functions. The value of δ lies between 0 and 1. This
function's transformation matrix limits the margin between k-similar samples to a minimum and
maximizes the margin between samples of different classes. When the number of classes is
considerable, direct application of metric learning is not recommended due to the computational
complexity involved.
LMNN is based on the principle of bringing the samples belonging to the same class closer and
samples belonging to different classes are moved further apart, as illustrated in Figure 2. LMNN thus
brings about a global linear transformation of the input space that improves the classification of
distance-based classifiers, such as kNN. We use the cosine similarity measure in the classification
stage that follows the metric learning phase in the process pipeline. The cosine similarity measure
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between two feature vectors (x, y) is shown in Equation (3).
sim ( x , y ) 

x

i

i

x
i

2
i



 yi

y

(3)
2
i

i

Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of how LMNN attempts to bring similar & nearest k
samples closer and moves dissimilar samples further apart (k=3, as in original paper [23]).
Other examples of metric learning are Neighborhood Component Analysis (NCA) [28], Metric
Learning for Kernel Regression (MLKR) [29], Information Theoretic Metric Learning (ITML) [30],
Least Squares Metric Learning (LSML) [31] and Sparse Discriminant Metric Learning (SDML) [32].
It was proved in a recent work that LMNN, NCA and MLKR yield the best performance for the kNN
classification of toy datasets having high imbalance ratio.

2.4 Methodology
The basic outline of the methodology used in our experiments is described next. We segregate the
majority and minority classes based upon the number of samples that each class contains. Figure 3
shows the class populations of the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) face dataset [21] used in our
experiments, that range from 530 to 2. The graph shows an extremely uneven population distribution.

Figure 3. Sorted class populations of the LFW dataset containing 1680 classes of celebrity faces.
As the number of minority classes is very high as compared to the majority classes in the extremely
imbalanced LFW dataset, we select a majority class subset and a minority class subset to perform
metric learning twice, one from the perspective of the majority class and the other from the
perspective of the minority class. This is the primary contribution of our work. We divided the classes
based on the class populations, as shown in Figure 4. We define the group of top-186 classes as the
majority class and the group of classes with 3, 4 or 5 samples per class as the minority class. To derive
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the top-186 classes, as per the procedure in our previous work [2], the class populations are sorted in
the decreasing order of their populations and a sum-based partitioning of the sorted class populations
yields the threshold as 186 as the lower boundary of the majority class in the LFW dataset. The classwise and sample-wise groupings are shown in the pie charts in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4 (b),
respectively. It is noted from the pie chart in Figure 4 (a) that the number of minority classes having
less than or equal to 5 samples is more than 1300 out of the total available 1680 classes.
Total number of classes in each class
group for the LFW dataset

Total number of samples in each class
group for the LFW dataset

Majority class
(Top-186
classes)

Majority class
(Top-186
classes)

Rest of the
classes

Rest of the
classes

Minority class (3,
4, 5 samples)

Minority class
(3, 4, 5 samples)

2 samples per
class

2 samples per
class

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Grouping of the 1680 classes of LFW dataset into majority and minority classes (a) classwise distribution (b) sample-wise distribution.
Due to the computational complexity involved in metric learning, we have excluded the rest of the
classes having samples in the range of 6 to 8 and those having 2 samples from the metric learning
computations, since the number of such classes is large and inclusion of these two groups would
render metric learning computationally infeasible and impractical. The input space transformation
after learning the distance metric is, however, applied to the entire training space. Also, only a few
samples from each class are taken into consideration while performing metric learning to reduce the
computational expense. Our learning framework is thus an instance of weakly supervized learning.
The block diagram for our learning model is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Proposed model.
A deep neural network VGG-Face [22] that is pre-trained on two-million facial images is used to
generate the feature embeddings for the LFW face dataset. The gray input images of dimension 64x64
were given as input to the VGG-Face model and vector embeddings of dimension 2622x1 were
extracted as per the guidelines in the original paper of VGG-Face [22]. We perform metric learning for
both majority class and minority class subsets and get two different transformation metrics. We
considered only 3 samples per class from both subsets to reduce the computational cost, since a large
number of inter- and intra-class distances need to be calculated. The entire input space is divided into
two parts; i.e., training and testing based on alternate sampling and after that, the entire training subset
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is transformed using both the minority class metric and majority class metric. We use Large Margin
Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) as the metric learning technique and it is based on the nearest neighbor
rule. The number of nearest neighbors is fixed as k=3, which is the same as given in the original paper
of LMNN proposed by Weinberger et al. in 2009 [23]. For the minority classes having fewer than 3
samples in the training set, all the samples in the training set are included. The number of neighbors is
to be kept small, since a large number of distances, both inter- and intra-class, need to be calculated,
which is computationally expensive. The final step would be the classification stage in which the class
label of the test sample has to be determined. For each test sample, we transform it using both the
distance metrics and in each case, compute the cosine similarity with each sample in the training set of
the transformed input space. The two cosine similarity vectors are summed up and the training sample
corresponding to the maximum aggregate cosine similarity is selected as the closest neighbor in the
training space; its class label is assigned to the test sample.

3. RESULTS
The experiments were performed on the publicly available dataset Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW)
developed in 2007 by Huang et al. [21]. It is today a benchmark in the field of facial recognition that is
used for training several state-of-the-art pre-trained networks for face recognition. It is a highly
imbalanced dataset consisting of 1680 celebrity classes with George W. Bush having the maximum
number of samples (=530) and Michel Duclos having the minimum number of samples (=2). Only
those celebs were selected who have two or more than two samples and the celebs with only one
sample were discarded from our experiments. Out of the 1680 selected celebs, 1369 celebs have <=5
samples, as verified from the pie charts in Figure 4, which proves that the minority classes outnumber
the majority classes in the LFW dataset.
We extracted the deep features using the pre-trained VGG-Face model, as discussed in Section 2. The
gray-scale images were resized to dimensions 64x64. The pre-trained model generated the 2622dimensional feature embeddings which were further fed to the learning module. The dataset was
divided into majority and minority class subsets as explained in Section 2 and two-way metric learning
was performed using these two subsets. The transformation matrices generated were used to transform
the entire input space twice, separately. The cosine similarity measure was used to find the closeness
of the test sample to a training sample in both the transformed spaces; this was followed by a simple
summation of the cosine similarity measures.
The dataset was divided into training and testing sets by alternate sampling. In case of odd number of
samples n, the training set contained (n+1)/2 samples and the test set contained (n-1)/2 samples. Crossvalidation is done by swapping the training and test sets. The results - Accuracy, F1-score and AUC
scores obtained from ROC curves, are compiled in Table 1 for both Validation (V) and CrossValidation (CV). We compared the performance of our method with that of existing methods: HOG +
SVM [33], HOG+ Cosine similarity [34], HOG + Metric learning with majority class [2], VGG-Face
+ SVM [37], VGG-Face + Cosine similarity [38] and VGG-Face + Metric learning with majority class
[36]. The proposed method outperformed all existing methods in terms of accuracy, F1-score and
AUC scores as observed from Table 1. The scores are overall on the lower side due to the inclusion of
the entire set of 1680 classes including the 779 minority classes with only 2 samples per class of which
one sample is used for training and one sample for testing. Most of the earlier experiments on LFW
dataset report results only for the majority classes that have at least 10 samples following the face
verification protocol in the LFW technical report in [21]. The minority classes are excluded from
previous works, since they contribute to class imbalance and deteriorate the overall performance. The
state-of-the-art deep networks need a large number of training samples per class for efficient
classification [35].
We also compared the current results with that of the weakly supervized metric learning scheme using
majority classes [36] by substituting the traditional HOG features in [2] with VGG-Face deep features.
We have used an Intel i5 dual core processor clocked at 2.7 GHz and python 3.7 software platform to
perform the experiments. The system took half an hour each to learn the distance metrics for both
majority and minority subsets. The classification took only a few minutes to execute. The deep
features were found to outperform the HOG features, as observed from the classification scores in
Table 1. The corresponding ROC curves are shown in Figure 6. A comparison of models that classify
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VGG-Face deep features from the ROC graph in Figure 6 (a) reveals that two-way metric learning
prior to classification improves the performance scores. Figure 6 (b) compares our method on two
other deep features other than VGG-Face; i.e., FaceNet [24] and OpenFace [39]. The FaceNet model
performs better than VGG-Face for the proposed two-way metric learning scheme.
Table 1. Performance comparison of various methods on the LFW dataset.
AUC

F1-score

Accuracy

Method
V

CV

V

CV

V

CV

HOG + SVM [33]

0.528

0.523

0.059

0.053

28.7%

27.4%

HOG + Cosine Similarity [34]

0.544

0.541

0.078

0.076

21.5%

19.1%

HOG + LMNN metric learning with
majority subset [2]

0.556

0.554

0.1006

0.097

26.8%

24.6%

VGG-Face + SVM [37]

0.654

0.635

0.287

0.263

55.4%

51.1%

VGG-Face + Cosine similarity [38]

0.689

0.675

0.342

0.329

55.4%

51.9%

VGG-Face + LMNN metric learning with
majority subset [36]

0.697

0.681

0.355

0.339

57%

53.6%

VGG-Face + Two-way metric learning
(proposed)

0.705

0.689

0.372

0.356

58.5%

54.8%

(a)
(b)
Figure 6. ROC graphs for (a) classification based on VGG-Face deep features by various
methods, (b) classification based on VGG-Face, FaceNet and OpenFace deep features for the
proposed two-way metric learning scheme.
Some of the class-wise accuracies are shown in Figure 7 for the majority and minority classes to
understand the impact of our two-way metric learning scheme as opposed to a scenario where there is
no metric learning and the deep features extracted from VGG-Face are learned directly by the
classification framework. The cosine similarity measure is the classifier. As observed, Figure 7 shows
a consistent performance for all majority classes for the two-way metric learning scheme, which is at
par with VGG-Face + SVM. However, for the minority classes with 3, 4, 5 samples per class, a
significant improvement in accuracy was recorded, with the accuracies jumping from 0% to 50% and
above, for most of the minority classes.
The 2-sample classes showed a higher performance than VGG-Face+SVM. The category of classes
tagged as “Rest” contain about 6 to 8 samples each. The performance of this set of classes was found
improved over VGG-Face+Cosine similarity and VGG-Face+LMNN, though the performance was
marginally lower than that of VGG-Face+SVM.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Performance comparison of majority class (top-186 classes), minority class (3, 4, 5
samples), 2-sample classes, rest of the classes (with samples in the range 6 to 8), with and
without metric learning for (a) validation and (b) cross-validation experiments.
(*LMNN was used as metric learning method).
Some success cases and failure cases for the proposed method are shown in Figure 8. The success
cases shown are examples when metric learning proved to be useful for the classification. The failure
cases are those, which were not classified by our method. Figure 9 shows the comparison between
NCA, LMNN and MLKR metric learning schemes for the proposed methodology of two-way metric
learning with deep features. The classification accuracies achieved for the top-10 majority classes are
shown for all three metric learning schemes.
It is noted that LMNN significantly outperforms NCA and MLKR in terms of classification
accuracies. LMNN involves minimization of the distance between each training sample and its k
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Allyson Felix
(5 samples)

Chanda Rubin
(5 samples)

Ricky Santorum
(4 samples)

Testing sample

Training sample

Ai Sugiyama
(5 samples)

(a)
Jerry Falwell
(2 samples)

Chuck Yeager
(2 samples)

Michelle_Rodriguez
(2 samples)

Testing sample

Training sample

Michel Duclos
(2 samples)

(b)
Figure 8. (a) Some success cases of the proposed method, where VGG-Face features without
metric learning could not classify the faces and (b) Some failure cases of the proposed method.

Figure 9. Performance comparison of top-10 majority classes of LFW for different metric
learning techniques NCA, MLKR and LMNN.
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nearest neighbors belonging to the same class while pushing the differently labelled samples farther
apart. LMNN thus projects the input space into metric space in such a way that the inter-class
similarities could be measured more accurately.
The primary contribution of our work as compared to our previous work and other works in literature
is the improvement of accuracy of the minority classes. The challenge, here, was the existence of more
than a thousand minority classes containing sparse samples, rendering metric learning a difficult task.
On comparison with other methods, especially VGG-Face+SVM, we observe that though the accuracy
of the majority class was comparable, the accuracy of the minority class significantly improved over
all existing methods.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A novel learning methodology for large, extremely imbalanced face databases is proposed in this
paper that involves deep features and two-way metric learning. LMNN is the metric learning scheme
used. Deep features are extracted from the VGG-Face pre-trained model that is trained on two-million
facial images. Majority and minority class subsets are identified based on the class population. Metric
learning is applied twice, once for the majority subset and the second time for the minority subset. The
closeness of the test sample from each training sample in the twice-transformed input space is
measured using the sum of the cosine similarities computed in the two cases. The class of the closest
training sample, in both the transformed spaces taken together, is assigned as the class of the test
sample. Metric learning is known to transform the input space to bring samples of a class closer
together. Two-way metric learning introduced in our scheme aims to improve the classification scores,
especially for the minority classes, since it brings the few samples in the minority class closer together.
Experiments were conducted on the LFW face dataset containing more than a thousand minority
classes and the classification scores achieved indicate that the proposed learning technique is more
effective than the existing methods for the classification of large, extremely imbalanced face datasets.
The LFW dataset, to the best of our knowledge, is the largest extremely imbalanced dataset available
for face recognition, which is the central theme of this paper. Our method can be easily adapted to
other datasets having different scales of imbalance.
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:ملخص البحث
تقترررررر الوررررررهجلة تعلرررررردل تتضمرررررردلت عمررررررالتّعررررررّالتتررررررر م ل رررررر ل مقرررررردل ة ررررررت م عال ةلة مرررررر عقم ل
ض ت ررررر لة تم لررررر لة ت عمقررررردللت ممررررر لة تترررررتجلة تررررراللتت ممررررر لل رمررررر دل رررررّمال رررررّ لة تمررررر ة ل
ل رررررّ لة تمررررر ة ل تمررررر ة لترررررّة ل تتررررر لة ررررر عدل ررررر ل م ل.حمررررر ل رررررّأللةيةرررررت لةيلعمررررردل رررررّم
ل رررررررهلة تترررررررتجلةي فررررررر ل رررررررمت ل ترررررررتة ال رررررررالل ررررررر لة تمتةةررررررر لة تت ررررررر الل ة لت لررررررر ل
ررررررردللّعتررررررردل لررررررر م لورررررررالل لررررررر م ل رررررررّألة ل ي م ل ررررررر ألالت ررررررر م ل
لمت ررررررر ل ترررررررتجلة م برررررررم لة
ال ل لترررررر للقترررررر الة ررررررت م عمالة قم ررررررالل ألةال
ة ممترررررر ل رررررراللنرررررر م لوررررررهةلة فررررررمت ععتل رررررر ق لامرررررر ل عرررررر م
عت فمررررررشل رررررر ل رررررر عدل ررررررّ لة تمرررررر ة ل رررررراللةيةررررررت للترررررر ل حعرررررردلة تمبررررررتمش ل عتقعمرررررر ل رررررر ل
للررررررر ت ةللة رررررررت م عمال- ت عفررررررردلة افررررررر ل لة تت ررررررردللررررررر ت م عمالة قم رررررررال للقرررررررت ل–ل ررررررر ل تفبررررررر
ة قم رررررراللة ةلرررررر لل رررررر للرررررر مشل عررررررلل ض ت رررررر لة تم لرررررر لة ف مرررررردلةياعتمرررررردل ةيلعمررررررد ل
ررررررالل عمرررررردللفرررررر مت لة ررررررت م عمالة قم ررررررالل ةلة رررررر عقم ل لررررررّل ثتترررررر لة تضرررررر ع ل عررررررلل ض ت رررررردل
)لةرررررررتف ل ررررررر لة تترررررررتجل م ل1680 لة تررررررراللتارررررررت لLFWة تم لررررررر لة ت مررررررردل ت ممررررررر لة تتررررررر ل
لة ق رررررد لحمررررر لة م لأللمررررردلة تمبرررررتمشل
ة تتضمررررردلة قت حررررردل لررررر ل فررررر ل عمررررردل ق علررررردللررررر
ل وررررررتل لضرررررر للرررررر ألعل ررررررالل رررررر لتبررررررتمشل
ألةررررررت لةيلعممرررررردلةعتف رررررر ل عررررررلللاررررررتليرررررر
ض ت لة تم ل لة ت ّال عللة ت م عمالام لة تتة لة مق
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ABSTRACT
The number of applications needing big data is on the rise nowadays, where big data processing tasks are sent
as workflows to cloud computing systems. Considering the recent advances in the Internet technology, cloud
computing has become the most popular computing technology. The scheduling approach in cloud computing
environments has always been a topic of interest to many researchers. This paper proposes a new scheduling
algorithm for data-intensive workflows based on data dependencies in computational clouds. The proposed
algorithm tries to minimize the makespan by considering the details of the workflow structure and virtual
machines. The concepts and details defined and considered in this study have received less emphasis in previous
works. According to the results, the proposed algorithm reduced the duration of communication between tasks
and runtimes by taking into account the features of data-intensive workflows and proper task assignment.
Consequently, it reduced the total makespan in comparison with previous algorithms.

KEYWORDS
Bottleneck task, Computational volume, Data-intensive applications, Resource allocation, Sensitive task, Workflow
scheduling.

1. INTRODUCTION
The current computing structures for today’s applications are growing in the form of a variety
of networks, clusters and clouds, among which cloud computing has rapidly become a widely
acceptable sample for scientific experiments, big data analysis and data-intensive applications. In
such a distributed computing environment, data-intensive applications require high-performance
computing resources to facilitate proper execution of tasks [1][2]. Scheduling is a very
important problem in cloud computing systems, a goal of which is to make optimal and
efficient use of resources and respond to users in real time. Due to the massive system scale and
inherent complexity of applications, workflow scheduling is considered an NP-hard problem.
Most of the big data applications contain hundreds of closely related tasks requiring to read
or write massive amounts of data [3]. These applications which usually need to interact with
their data are called data-intensive applications. The makespan of a data-intensive application is a
very important efficiency criterion, which can be affected by many factors, such as the task
scheduling mechanism, server load, communications and data access delay. For instance, the
network performance can significantly affect data access delay and, as a result, the makespan
[4][5][6]. The Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) model is a popular, effective and common
method of displaying complicated applications [7][8][9][10]. The workflows in data-intensive
applications usually act as a series of interconnected tasks with data/control dependencies [11].
Increasing communication costs is evidently ideal for performance enhancement, especially for
data-intensive applications. However, this is not always possible for various reasons. For
example, data might be located in the local storage facilities, but the user is forced to outsource
the computation to a cloud because of overloaded local processing nodes or needs to higher
computing capacity [12]. Since the workflow scheduling of data-intensive applications has been
considered a serious problem recently, this paper proposes a low-complexity heuristic algorithm
to improve the runtime by considering data exchange, workload balance, properties of dataintensive applications and heterogeneity of machines.
The proposed algorithm attempts to reduce the average makespan by considering the properties
of applications needing big data by defining new concepts, such as sensitive tasks and bottleneck
tasks and scheduling based on considering machines’ characteristics (such as powerful or weak
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communicating capabilities), noting the homogeneity and heterogeneity of tasks in the workflows
of data-intensive applications and resources in the cloud environment. The proposed algorithm
analyzes the workflow’s graph structure and identifies the important subtasks (sensitive and
bottleneck subtasks) considering the degree of vertices and the number of parents and children to
reduce the runtime by striking balance in task mapping between machines. The algorithm consists
of two steps to find the best machine for task assignment. The first step identifies and assigns
sensitive tasks and the second step assigns insensitive and bottleneck tasks.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature. Section 3 presents
the relevant concepts. In Section 4, the proposed algorithm and solution are introduced. Section 5
presents the simulation results. Finally, Section 6 reaches a conclusion and discusses future works.

2. RELATED WORKS
Cloud computing environments are nowadays used in nearly every field, such as engineering,
mathematics, fundamental sciences and biotechnology. Significant studies have been conducted
on management, scheduling and resource allocation and provisioning in cloud computing
environments [3][7][13]. Workflow scheduling is used as an effective tool for system efficiency
and performance enhancement. The workflows of data-intensive tasks (refer to large-scale
data) are increasingly becoming more common in today’s applications. Thus, scheduling
algorithms should be modified and redesigned with respect to the specific features of these dataintensive workflows. Some of the studies on scheduling and resource allocation are reviewed in
this section.
The paper presented by [14] introduced a workflow scheduling method for large-scale distributed
systems from the perspective of Quality of Service (QoS) and data location analysis. The goal of
this method is usually to provide a single relation and a scalable storage solution for cloud
applications through storage on public services. The paper presented by [15] proposed an efficient
algorithm for cloud workflow scheduling named Efficient Workflow Scheduling Algorithm
(EWSA), which can manage a large number of applications simultaneously. The goal of this
algorithm is to estimate the runtimes of all dynamic resources in order to maximize the use of
resources and execute workflows in predetermined intervals. The paper presented by [16]
introduced a Grouped Task Scheduling (GTS) algorithm by using QoS to estimate user
requirements. This scheduler employs the min-min algorithm for the prioritization of batches. The
authors in [17] employed the division algorithm for cloud computing scheduling with various
databanks. A Divisible Load Theory (DLT) scheduling strategy is used for data-intensive
computational loads in a heterogeneous cloud computing environment to minimize the total
makespan and maximize the system efficiency by recovering a partitioned load from numerous
databanks with respect to the distribution rate of databanks and the speed of each role. The paper
presented by [18] analyzed task scheduling in the cloud environment by adopting a soft computing
technique, in which the Genetic Algorithm (GA) was integrated with fuzzy sets for load balancing
in the cloud environment. The final goal was to reduce the makespan in the cloud environment,
so that computing resources would not be wasted. The paper presented by [19] introduced a
Modified Genetic Algorithm (MGA) for resource-scheduling and proposed a workflow
framework for cloud computing with a resource scheduling mechanism to improve the use of
resources and system efficiency with respect to the QoS requirements.
The paper presented by [20] proposed an algorithm based on the Augmented Shuffled Frog
Leaping Algorithm (ASFLA). The proposed algorithm determines the number of available virtual
machines and employs the ASFLA to map the tasks in batches onto virtual machines for
makespans. The paper presented by [21] introduced a workflow-scheduling technique aware of
the data transfer duration and location based on the network bandwidth in a distributed
environment with heterogeneous resources in addition to a local resource management method
for data workflows in the cloud environment. The proposed algorithm employs the data workflow
parallelization technique along the execution of tasks to reduce the execution cost of a workflow.
In the paper presented by [22], a data-intensive application workflow-scheduling method was
proposed for the heterogeneous computing environment (I-PDEA: Improved Partition-based
Data-intensive Workflow Optimization Algorithm) to enhance the system throughput by
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partitioning data workflows and mapping each partition to the available heterogeneous resources
having the minimum runtimes. A Partial Critical Path (PCP) algorithm was introduced in [11] to
minimize the workflow execution costs while satisfying the makespan constraints. The MultiCloud Partial Critical Paths with Pre-treatment (MCPCPP) algorithm reduces the execution cost
of a workflow in a makespan by finding multiple critical paths in that workflow and assigning
them to the available computing services with the lowest cost. The paper presented by [23]
proposed a scheduling algorithm, named the Granularity Score Scheduling (GSS) based on the
details of the tasks in a workflow to minimize the runtime and maximize the efficiency of the
workflow system in data-intensive applications. The proposed algorithm consists of three phases
named level B (the maximum task length of an output task), task ranking and task mapping onto
virtual machines. The paper presented by [24] introduced a scheduling algorithm which not only
considered the computing capacity of existing virtual machines, but also the connection and access
delays. The proposed algorithm also considered the different makespans of tasks to reduce the
runtime by allocating tasks to more powerful machines. In addition, some of the subtasks can be
executed simultaneously.
The paper presented by [25] introduced a scheduling algorithm on the volunteer computing
systems. For this purpose, workflows were divided into sub-workflows to minimize data
dependencies. The sub-workflows were then assigned to the distributed voluntary resources
(executive nodes) with respect to the proximity of resources and load distribution policies. If the
sub-workflows miss their sub-makespans due to a long waiting time, the scheduling will take
place on the public cloud resources. The paper presented by [26] proposed a mechanism based on
the workflow structure to identify the number of necessary virtual machines, configure these
machines based on the aforementioned structure and optimize data transfer between tasks. This
algorithm schedules tasks in a way that the number of executed tasks in each sample equals the
number of virtual machines employed to run the workflow. The authors in [27] introduced a QoSbased workflow scheduling method and described the minimum effect imposed by the new input
data to force rescheduling the workflow process. For this purpose, a database was used for data
storage. The proposed algorithm is run through the Markov chain by scheduling the most
complicated branch to the least complicated branch and allocating them on highly accessible
machines with low costs. Given the importance of workflow scheduling in data-intensive
applications and relevant studies conducted in recent years, most of the proposed approaches have
focused on optimization of general scheduling and runtime minimization. None of the studies
dealt with the different features of machines and the effects they might have on the execution of
the DAG workflow. The different structures of machines have also been neglected.
The scheduling approach proposed in [28] considers the impact of communication between two
tasks when building the schedule of a scientific workflow. It attempts to assign pairs of tasks with
significant data transfers to the same computational node in order to minimize the overall
communication cost. The authors in [29] proposed an immune particle swarm optimization
algorithm (IMPSO) to solve the workflow scheduling problem with more speed and quality. In
solving this problem, they have considered optimizing both execution time and cost criteria. In
[30], the authors proposed a multi-objective workflow scheduler based on a prediction-based
dynamic evolutionary algorithm. They also employed neural network to improve the answers'
quality. They considered resources' failures to achieve more reliable task-resource mappings.
They considered the estimated time to transfer data as a parameter in the objective function.
Researchers in [31] proposed a list-based scheduling algorithm called CAS-L1, which is a
contention- aware algorithm. CAS-L1 is a heuristic scheduler based on lookahead technique,
which schedules data transfers explicitly. Although this scheduler is a successful one for dataintensive workflows, it does not take into account the data exchanges of all workflows running at
the same time and even other network traffic. The scheduler proposed in [32] called Minimum
Communication Cost (MCC) algorithm focused on links’ available bandwidth and data files’ size
that should be transformed. It can minimize communications effectively; however, lack of
attention to the computing power of machines and their different ability to run different tasks is a
point that has received less attention in this algorithm.
Compared to these previous works, we have defined and considered new concepts to focus on the
data dependencies of a workflow that help map sub-tasks to a more appropriate machine. Also,
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the distinct ability of machines to perform different tasks has been considered in achieving better
mappings. This paper tried to propose a novel approach by defining new concepts, considering
different capabilities of machines to execute data-intensive tasks with respect to memory,
processing speed, storage space, relevant effects on task execution, different structures of dataintensive workflows and complying with balance in existing machines and necessary data.

3. RELEVANT CONCEPTS
3.1 Sensitive Task (Ts)
If the runtime of a task on some machines differs significantly from that on other machines, this
task is called sensitive. In fact, when the runtimes of a task on different machines are sorted in an
ascending order, the task is defined as sensitive if its runtime on one machine is at least two times
longer than its runtime on the previous one [33]. This new concept has been defined in order to
identify tasks the execution time of which has undergone many changes according to existing
computing resources and to allocate resources with more attention to them.

3.2 Competent Machine
A machine or a series of machines can be considered competent to execute a task if the task’s
runtime on them is significantly shorter (at least a half) than the runtime on other machines. For
instance, a machine with sufficient memory or high processing power is the competent machine
for a task if it is capable of executing that task at a significantly shorter time interval compared to
the other machines. Therefore, a competent machine is determined according to a specific task
and the set of competent machines for a task includes all the machines from the whole cloud
computing system that have a special ability to run that program and can do it at a run time at least
a half of the run time on other machines.
Depending on the characteristics of the tasks and the computing power of the resources, the
execution time of the tasks will vary on different computing machines. The more the capabilities
of a resource are in line with the requirements of a task, the more execution time will be reduced.
The concept of a competent machine is defined so that the same fact (the suitability of some
resources to perform certain tasks) can be considered in the scheduling problem.

3.3 Bottleneck Task (Tbn)
A bottleneck task in a workflow is defined to be the one which has a considerably high data
dependency on the other tasks of the workflow. Considering the graph structure of a workflow, a
node is called a bottleneck if its degree is three times higher than the average degree of the total
nodes in that graph. The existence of sub-tasks that create bottlenecks in the execution of the
workflow is common in parallel and distributed processing and therefore, this new definition can
help identify these tasks and allocate a better resource to them.

3.4 Machines with Fast and Slow Connections
A machine is called fast-connected if the average delay time of its directly-connected channels is
fewer than a half of the average delay time of all other machines. However, if this delay time is
two times higher compared to the other machines, it is called slowly-connected. Paying attention
to resource characteristics can help better map tasks. Recognizing high-speed communication
machines will provide good options for bottleneck tasks.

3.5 The Share of Each Virtual Machine from Computations
The computation share of a virtual machine from executing a workflow is calculated as follows:
n

CV 

m

Tij

 m
j 1 i 1

m

(1)

where m and n are parameters that indicate the number of machines and tasks, respectively and
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Tij represents the execution time of task j on machine i. Since a balanced division of tasks between
machines can help increase efficiency, calculating the estimated share of each virtual machine in
total workflow processing can be a good indicator of achieving this balance and determining the
appropriate amount of load to be placed on each resource.

4. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
4.1 Preliminary Definitions
A data-intensive workflow is represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Each workflow
consists of edges showing the dependency between tasks. A time limit is defined as a deadline
for each workflow. In this case, a workflow like w contains n tasks {T1, T2, …, Tn}. The system
model includes m virtual machines {Vm1, Vm2, …, Vmm} and E shows the edges in the
workflow graph. Figure 1 indicates a data-intensive workflow. The edge between i and j means
that task Ti is the prerequisite of task Tj. In other words, Tj can start only after Ti is completed.
The weights of edges indicate the time relationship between every two tasks.

Figure 1. A DAG for a data-intensive application in the cloud computing environmen.
The makespan is the total runtime of all tasks in a workflow and it is defined as follows:
Ms=Mmax(Ms(VMj))
(2)
Expected Time to Compute (ETCij) is a matrix with i rows and j columns (1< i< n, 1< j< m)
which shows the runtimes of tasks on different machines:
Vm1
Vm2
Vm3
Vmm-1
T1
ETC11
ETC12
ETC13
ETC
1m
⋯
T2
ETC21
ETC22
ETC23
ETC2m
ETC = T3
(3)
ETC31
ETC32
ETC33
ETC3m
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
Tn-1
ETC(n-1)1 ETC(n-1)2 ETC(n-1)3
ETC(n-1)m
⋯
Tn [
]
ETCn1
ETCn2
ETCn3
ETCmn
Moreover, CTij (1 < i, j< m) is introduced as a matrix indicating the relationship between VMi and VMj
based on the communication times:
Vmm-1
Vmm
Vm1
Vm2
Vm3
Vm1
CT1(m-1)
0
CT12
CT13
CT
1m
⋯
Vm2
CT21
0
CT23
CT2(m-1)
CT2m
CT = Vm3
(4)
CT31
CT32
0
CT3(m-1)
CT3m
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
Vmm-1
0
CT
CT
CT
CT
(m-1)1
(m-1)2
(m-1)3
(m-1)m
Vmm
…
[ CTm1
CTm(m-1)
CTm2
CTm3
0 ]
As discussed earlier, the goal of scheduling in cloud computing is to reduce the runtime by
assigning the tasks of a data-intensive application to machines such that the total makespan is
minimized.
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4.2 The Proposed Scheduling Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is a static workflow scheduling algorithm for the cloud computing
environment. It is applied to the applications which require big data. It consists of two phases:
sensitive tasks’ scheduling and insensitive/bottleneck tasks’ scheduling. The following pseudocode
shows the details of the process.
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the Proposed Algorithm
Inputs: A DAG D = (T, E), an ETC matrix of size n × m and a CT matrix of size n × n
Output: Schedule S of DAG
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Tsort =Sort ETC Matrix Rows in Ascending Order
sensitiveTasks=[ ]
BestMachines=[ ]
for i=1 to n
for j=2 to m
if Tsort(i,j)/Tsort(i,j-1) >=2
Add i To sensitiveTasks set // finding sensitive tasks
BestMachines(i)=[M1, M2, ..., Mj] //since the runtimes are sorted ascending
end if
End for j
End for i
AvgDeg=Calculate the average degrees of vertices of the DAG D
BottleNodes=[ ]
for i=1 to n
if degrees of vertice(i) >= 3* AvgDeg
Add i To BottleNodes set // finding bottleneck tasks
end if
end for i
AvgCommunications = Calculate the total average communication time based on CT matrix
FastConnectionMachines=[ ]
SlowConnectionMachines=[ ]
For i=1 to n
if average time of communication for machine(i) <= AvgCommunications/2 then
Add i To FastConnectionMachines set // finding fast connected machines
end if
if average time of communication for machine(i) >= AvgCommunication*2 then
Add i To SlowConnectionMachines set
end if
end for i
Sort sensitiveTasks by runtime in Descending Order
sensitiveTasks = sensitiveTasks - BottleNodes
ComputationalVolume = Sum(Average(runtime Tasks on machines)) /m
for i=1 to m
Capacity(i)= ComputationalVolume // setting the computation share of each machine
end for i
Assign=[ ]
for i=1 to length(sensitiveTasks) // first phase
for j=1 to length(BestMachines for task i)
if (Capacity(BestMachines(j)>=ETC(i, BestMachines(j))
Assign(i)= BestMachines(j)
Capacity(BestMachines(j))= Capacity(BestMachines(j))- ETC(i,BestMachines(j))
else if among the tasks of BestMachines(j), one can be moved to free space for task i
move that task to another BestMachine
Assign(i)= BestMachines(j)
Capacity(BestMachines(j))= Capacity(BestMachines(j))- ETC(i,BestMachines(j))
end for j
if the task i has not yet been mapped to a machine
assign the machine with minimum runtime for task i and update the Capacity
end if
end for i
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51 for each task i not assigned to a machine yet // second phase
52
candidate_1= Machine with max(capacity)
53
candidate_2= Machine with min(ETC(task i))
54
candidate_3= Machine with the most parent or child tasks for the task i based on DAG D
55
if task i is a bottleneck one
56
candidate_4= Machine with fastest network connections
57
if candidate_1 is a SlowConnectionMachine
58
candidate_1=[ ]
59
end if
60
if candidate_2 is a SlowConnectionMachine
61
candidate_2=[ ]
62
end if
63
else
64
candidate_4=[ ]
65
end if
66
RT1 = Makespan of DAG D if If the task i is mapped to candidate_1
67
RT2 = Makespan of DAG D if If the task i is mapped to candidate_2
68
RT3 = Makespan of DAG D if If the task i is mapped to candidate_3
69
RT4 = Makespan of DAG D if If the task i is mapped to candidate_4
70
Assign task i to the machine with Min(RT1, RT2, RT3, RT4) and update its Capacity
71 end for

As can be seen, the proposed method considers the characteristics of resources and tasks, identifies
sensitive and bottleneck tasks of the DAG and pays attention to the communicating capability of
the machines. The resource allocation procedure is explained in more detail below.
On Lines (1-11), the algorithm finds sensitive tasks and their competent machines. As discussed in
the previous section, the rows of the ETC matrix are sorted out in an ascending order first. Every
row is then checked to see whether the runtime (t) of a task on a machine is twice or greater
than t h a t o n the previous machine (Line 6). If true, that task is regarded as a sensitive task (Ts)
and the previous machines (from the point on which the runtime is doubled) are considered
competent for that task.
Lines (12-18) show how the average degrees of graph nodes are determined and how the
bottleneck tasks are found. On Line 12, the average degree of the graph nodes is calculated. Line
15 determines whether there is a node the degree of which is three times or more than the average
degree of the graph nodes. If there is a node matching the description, it is regarded as a bottleneck
task (Tbn).
On Lines (19-29), the algorithm finds and determines fast and slow machines. In this section,
the machine communication time matrix (CTij) is employed to determine the average time of
communications between machines (Line 19). It is then checked whether the runtime of a machine
is shorter than a half of the total average and if this applies, the machine is considered to be fastconnected. On the other hand, if the runtime is longer than twice the total average time, the machine
is slowly-connected.
The next steps deal with how each task is allocated to the best machine such that the total runtime
of the graph is reduced. The algorithm instructions are discussed in the following sub-sections.
The main algorithm consists of two phases, the first of which is the allocation of sensitive tasks
and the second phase is about the allocation of insensitive and bottleneck tasks.
4.2.1 First Phase: Allocation of Sensitive Tasks
First, the sensitive tasks are sorted in a descending order based on the average runtime of each task
on Line 30. If also included among the bottleneck tasks, that sensitive task is not considered in
this step (Line 31). This is because proper scheduling of bottleneck tasks is a key factor in reducing
runtime in data-intensive workflows. As discussed earlier, since the balance between machines is
a condition for the execution speed of tasks, Line 32 determines the computational load share
of each machine to comply with the balance. In the next step, the sensitive tasks should be
allocated to the best machine, which is performed in Lines 37-50. All of the sensitive tasks are
sorted out in a descending queue and then the largest one is selected and allocated to the most
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competent machine. Since the computational capacity (the computation share) of each machine
was determined earlier, the runtime of a task should be subtracted from the computational load
of that machine after the task is allocated, so that the available time of each machine is obtained
to observe the balance condition (Line 41). If a common machine is calculated to be competent
for several sensitive tasks, then the best case should be selected for allocation. For instance, if
multiple sensitive tasks are already running on a machine, when a new task is to be assigned to
the machine to complete the computational capacity of that machine, some of the previous tasks
should be allocated to their other competent machines in the following way:
Regarding every sensitive task on that machine, it should be checked whether there is another
competent machine. If so, the reduction in the runtime should be determined. After determining
the reductions in runtimes for all sensitive tasks on that machine, the machine offering the
smallest runtime is selected and the sensitive task experiencing the smallest reduction is allocated
(moved) to its other competent machine. After performing this process, all of the sensitive tasks
are scheduled on their competent machines. When all the sensitive tasks are finished, the
remaining tasks are allocated in the next phase.
4.2.2 Second Phase: Allocation of Insensitive Tasks and Bottlenecks
Regarding every insensitive task, three machines are selected from the existing available
machines: 1- the emptiest machine (the machine with the lowest allocated computational
load), 2- the fastest machine (the machine which performs the task in the shortest period) and
3- the machine that hosts the largest number of parents or children of the intended task (Lines 5254).
If the task is a bottleneck, there is also a fourth option: 4- the machine with fastest
communications (Line 56). If a task is a bottleneck and the main share (more than a half) in
its degree is due to its children, this task should be assigned to a machine with high
communication capacity. Therefore, if the fastest and the emptiest candidate machines are slow
in terms of communication, these two machines will be excluded from the list of candidates
(57-62). Lines 66-70 determine on what candidates the insensitive and bottleneck nodes have
the minimum runtime. The best machine is found as follows:
The graph is analyzed from the first node. Every insensitive and bottleneck task would be assigned
to a candidate; i.e., the emptiest machine, the fastest machine, the machine with the largest
number of parents and children or the machine with fast communications to determine the total
runtime of the graph. The task is then assigned to the candidate offering the minimum makespan.
The following steps are taken to determine the total runtime of a graph for each task on the
candidate machines:
1. If tasks are already assigned to a machine on both sides of an edge, both the runtime
and connection delay will be known.
2. If only one of the two-sided tasks of an edge is mapped, the average runtime of all machines
for the unmapped task will be considered as an estimate for its runtime. Also, the average
communication time between the mapped task’s machine and other machines will be
considered as an estimate for communication delay for this edge.
3. If no tasks are assigned on both sides of an edge, the runtime is considered the average runtime
of all machines and the connection time is the average connection time of the entire graph.
The same procedure is followed to assign all tasks to their corresponding proper machines
offering the minimum workflow makespan. In this study, fast-connected machines were employed
to execute the bottleneck tasks given their large number of connections required; i.e., parents
and children, so that the runtime could be optimized by reducing the communication delays. The
makespan of the workflow is determined by finding the critical path of the graph.
4.2.3 Time Complexity of the Algorithm
Based on the pseudocode provided, it can be stated that most of the computations occur in nested
loops of lines 37 to 50. In the worst case, if all the tasks are sensitive and all the machines are
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available for mapping, according to the search performed in the body of these loops, we can say
that the algorithm of the proposed method has a complexity of the order of O(m x n x log n).
Parameter m indicates the number of available machines and parameter n indicates the number of
jobs.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section describes the performance evaluation of the proposed method. First, the
benchmark workflows used in the experiments are described and then the system simulation
conditions and configuration are detailed. Finally, the results of evaluation and performance
analysis of the proposed method in comparison with GSS [23], CAS-L1 [31] and MCC [32] are
described.

5.1 Benchmark Workflows
The workflows used in the experiments are generated based on real applications’ structures. There
are four types of workflow applications named Cybershake, Epigenomics, Montage and Inspiral
(LIGO), which are used extensively for generating synthetic workflows in previous related
research. Figure 2 shows these workflows:
1. Cybershake: This application is utilized to describe the hazards of earthquakes in a

specific region by using the seismic hazard curve.
2. Epigenomics: This application is employed to show the epigenetic status of human cells

on a large scale in genome.
3. Montage: This application was developed by NASA/IPAC to generate the aerial input

images in a customized tiled format.
4. Inspiral (LIGO): This application was based on Einstein’s theory for the detection of

gravity waves.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. The structures of benchmark workflow applications [24].
More details of these applications can be found in [34][35]. Based on these structures, 400
synthetic workflows are generated using [35], 100 instances of each type. Since these structures
are derived from real applications, it helps to have a fairer evaluation than using graphs that are
made completely at random. Since this research focuses on data-intensive workflows and to better
evaluate the proposed method, these workflows have been created from various CCR
(communication to computation ratio) values (from 0.3 to 0.7). Higher values of the
communication to computation ratio correspond to more intensives workflows. Task compute
amounts and data transfer sizes are generated randomly with uniform distribution.

5.2 Simulated System Configuration
Cloudsim simulator [36] is used to model a realistic computing system and network. The
system includes a cluster of 10 processing elements each one having 8 computing cores.
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Therefore, 8 virtual machines can be run in parallel on each physical host. The computation
power of these machines is set based on the characteristics of real-world cloud systems (i.e.,
Amazon’s EC2). These machines are connected with Gigabit Ethernet network. However,
communication links are considered to have different delays, which are determined randomly in
the range of 10 to 100 milliseconds.
In the following part, the experiments performed are described and their results are analyzed. In order
to examine the effect of defined concepts, such as sensitive work and bottlenecks, an attempt has been
made to examine the performance of the proposed method in different cases of the number of sensitive
tasks and the heterogeneity of resources in the system. The experiments described in the next sub-section
were repeated 10 times and the mean values obtained were reported as a more reliable result.

5.3 Experimental Results
As discussed earlier, paying attention to the structure of workflows and considering the fact that
one machine may be good for running one program while being not well for another, the proposed
scheduling method is distinguished from previous ones. In fact, looking at the features of the
task and the machine separately cannot always lead to proper mapping and one must look at
the program and machine together. The concept of sensitive task defined in this research wants
to say that among the available resources, some machines may be much more suitable for
performing some tasks than others and this issue should be a priority in mapping tasks to resources.
Three factors are considered in the performance of the proposed method and its performance is
compared with previous work in terms of: the number of sensitive tasks, the number of employed
machines and the heterogeneity or homogeneity of resources.
5.3.1 Different Numbers of Sensitive Tasks
In the first scenario, the number of sensitive tasks of each graph was changed in the workflows
when the number of machines was constant. These changes can be controlled when setting the
runtimes of each workflow on each virtual machine (the ETC matrix). Figure 3 shows the
experimental results for performance evaluation of the proposed method.

Graph (a) with 5 virtual machines

Graph (c) with 8 virtual machines

Graph (b) with 7 virtual machines

Graph (d) with 12 virtual machines

Figure 3. The performance of the proposed method in comparison with previous related
works for different numbers of sensitive tasks in the workflows.
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According to the results, a reduction in the execution time of workflows for the proposed method
is visible compared to other methods. Paying attention to sensitive and vulnerable tasks and the
priority in scheduling these tasks has led to this improvement. As the number of sensitive tasks in
the workflow increases, the superiority of the proposed method in improving execution time
becomes more apparent.
5.3.2 Different Numbers of Virtual Machines
In the second scenario, the performance of the proposed method in comparison with other methods
is evaluated for different numbers of virtual machines. Other factors such as the number of
sensitive tasks and the data-intensive nature of workflows are considered the same. Figure 4
shows the results for each type of workflow structure.

Graph (a) with 6 sensitive tasks

Graph (c) with 4 sensitive tasks

Graph (b) with 7 sensitive tasks

Graph (d) with 6 sensitive tasks

Figure 4. The performance of the proposed method in comparison with previous related works
for different numbers of virtual machines.
Based on the results, it can be said that regardless of the number of virtual machines used,
the proposed method shows better performance compared to similar previous methods. This may
be due to the fact that the proposed method pays special attention to the structure of workflows,
bottlenecks and sensitive tasks. The increase in the number of virtual machines in general has
further improved the performance of the proposed method and this may be due to more options for
scheduling decisions.
5.3.3 The Degree of Resource Heterogeneity
In the third scenario, an attempt has been made to evaluate the performance of the proposed method at
different levels of resource heterogeneity. The results are presented in three categories: homogeneous,
heterogeneous and moderate heterogeneity. It is expected that as the heterogeneity in resources
increases, the performance of the proposed method will also improve. Since the proposed method
pays attention to the fact that some resources have special capabilities to run some tasks, so
increasing heterogeneity while increasing the options for scheduling, the chances of such
capabilities among the available machines for execution of a task also increase.
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Graph (a)

Graph (b)

Graph (c)

Graph (d)

Figure 5. The performance of the proposed method in comparison with previous related
works at different levels of resource heterogeneity.
As can be seen from the results, the proposed method has been successful in reducing the
execution time of data-intensive workflows compared to similar previous works. Attention to
the graph structure of workflows, detection of bottlenecks and sensitive programs and
allocation of appropriate resources to them with higher priority, attention to different features
of machines in communication delays and balancing computational load can be mentioned as
reasons for this performance.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Applications requiring big data have now gained more importance as their usage continues to
grow. Therefore, it is necessary to focus on their scheduling methods and consider their differences
to manage them better. In the proposed m e t h o d , a heuristic scheduling algorithm with a low
time complexity was introduced to minimize the workflow makespan by analyzing workflows’
graph structure and the tasks’ runtime on machines of different physical capabilities. This
procedure also considered that all the data required by a task might be read from the database
in a single attempt. Additionally, the connections between machines were taken into account
to find fast-connected machines for those tasks requiring more data transformation; i.e.,
bottleneck tasks, in order to reduce the makespan of data-intensive workflows. The proposed
method, based on the results, has had a more successful performance in reducing the total time
required to execute workflows compared to other previous methods.
In future work, it is possible to deal with the interference of virtual machines located on one host
on each other's performance and by modeling these effects to incorporate them into decisions.
Also, considering the chance of machine failure when scheduling to increase system reliability
can be another effective factor in scheduling decisions. Reducing energy consumption along with
workflow execution time can turn the scheduling problem into a two-criterion optimization
problem.
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:ملخص البحث
ررررر ت ررررر
تقتررررره لرررررخو رزميةرررررة مريدةًرررررة ات زررررر ثة ات رررررتا ت زترررررتىق رز ررررر ً رررررة رز ً ررررر
رز ررررررم ًة ت رررررر ا رزيمريدةًررررررة رز قتهلررررررة رزتق ًرررررر رزرررررر
ر ت د ررررررة رز ً رررررر ىررررررب رز رررررر
رز ررررررررت رند رررررررر ةررررررررف يرررررررر رز رررررررر ةرررررررر ر ت رررررررر ي ت ررررررررً ًررررررررة تررررررررتى رز رررررررر ر
ر ىتهرضرررررًة تإلرررررتي رأنررررر يا رزررررر يل رز ررررر لًف رزت رررررً رزترررررب ترررررف ت ه ررررر ي رررررخل رررررًف
ر ت ررررر ي ىرررررب رزيمريدةًرررررة رز قتهلرررررة زرررررف ت ررررر ةررررر رررررب ةرررررف ر لت ررررر ىرررررب ي ررررر ث ررررر ق ثة
ة ثة
ررررررر ت ررررررر رز تررررررر الخ ىقرررررررت ة رررررررت رزيمريدةًرررررررة رز قتهلرررررررة دةرررررررف ر ت ررررررر ا رررررررًف رز ررررررر
ًرزتي رررررر
تررررررتىق رز رررررر ً ررررررة رز ً رررررر
ىتررررررهر رزتنررررررأً ررررررف ّه رررررر ي ررررررخ ن رررررر
رررررررت رزيمريدةًرررررررة رز قتهلرررررررة رز يررررررر
رررررررًف ر ت ررررررر ي ز تًإلرررررررةخ
رز رررررررف ز ررررررر
ت
ثا ق ثة لما رز مضمع
ةق ي ة زيمريدةً رزمريدا ىب ي
رأا زب ز
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ABSTRACT
Human activities can be recognized through reflections of wireless signals which solve the problem of privacy
concerns and restriction of the application environment in vision-based recognition. Spiking Neural Networks
(SNNs) for human activity recognition (HAR) using Wi-Fi signals have been proposed in this work. SNNs
are inspired by information processing in biology and processed in a massively parallel fashion. The proposed
method reduces processing resources while still maintaining accuracy through using frail but robust to noise
spiking signals information transfer. The performance of HAR by SNNs is compared with other machine
learning (ML) networks, such as LSTM, Bi-LSTM and GRU models. Significant reduction in memory usage
while still having accuracy that is on a par with other ML networks has been observed. More than 70% saving in
memory usage has been achieved in SNNs compared with the other existing ML networks, making SNNs a
potential solution for edge computing in industrial revolution 4.0.

KEYWORDS
Human activity recognition, Wi-Fi signals, Spiking neural network.

1. INTRODUCTION
The area of human activity recognition (HAR) has become one of the most popular study fields due to
the increment in computer vision technology and the availability of sensors at cheap prices and small
sizes. With the help of technology, the data can be collected easily through wearable sensors, images
or video frames [1]. However, there have been some problems in image processing using data
collected from video or images. Firstly, privacy is a big concern and secondly, there are line of sight
issues where the object needs to be inside the camera capturing area for a model to learn.
Indoor HAR using Wi-Fi has its benefits compared to the traditional technique where no extra
wearable device is needed and there is no line of sight limitation. Received Signal Strength (RSS) has
been used in human movement tracking due to its simplicity and easiness of measurement [2].
However, RSS-based algorithms have several limitations, due to the multipath and random noise in the
enclosed environment havings a significant impact on RSS [3]. Therefore, a modified Wi-Fi system
called channel state information (CSI) is used, which enables more information to be extracted from
the signal captured. There will be a reflection in the wireless signal which will cause variation in CSI
when detecting the movement of the human body. Unlike RSS, CSI consists of two types of
information which are amplitude and phase information. Authors in [4] state that there have been some
sources, such as carrier frequency offset (CFO) and sampling frequency offset (SFO), which often
exacerbate the phase information. However, the amplitude information of CSI is more stable and has
commonly been used for HAR. There have been several types of machine learning (ML) methods,
such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). Both CNNs
and RNNs are famous image-processing methods that result in high accuracy and had been used in
many areas, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for autism spectrum disorder
detection [5]-[6], racing bib number recognition [7] and HAR [8]. However, more hardware resources
are needed for these ML methods. To solve this, a new type of neural network called Spiking Neural
Networks (SNNs) can be applied to this Wi-Fi CSI-based HAR.

2. RELATED WORK IN HUMAN ACTIVITY RECOGNITION (HAR) USING CSI
The Wi-Fi system can be built up with a transmitter and a receiver. The router sends out the signal
with a certain frequency and the frequency is received by a laptop with a CSI reader, such as NIC
Y. L. Tan, *Y. C. Wong (ORCID: 0000-0003-2483-9962) and A. R. Syafeeza are with Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka, Malaysia.
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5300 chips to record the CSI readings on the other side in the line-of-sight (LOS), as shown in Figure
1. When there is a movement of a human in the LOS of the Wi-Fi system, it can cause a variation in
the Wi-Fi signal which is recorded as amplitude and phase information in CSI. The dataset will have
30 subcarriers for each receiver or 30 packets received by each receiver. There are three receivers in
NIC 5300 chip, thus 90 subcarriers for each amplitude and phase information will be gathered. The
movement of humans will cause different signal reflections and this means that the signals can be used
for recognizing human activities through the ML method.

Figure 1. Human activity recognition using channel state information extracted from Wi-Fi.

2.1 Existing Machine Learning (ML) Models
CSI data has been used for location-oriented HAR using the moving variance thresholding method in
E-eyes [9]. CARM [10] is a model that uses the relationship between Wi-Fi signal dynamics theory
and human activities in activities classification. Beside these non-neural network methods, RNN has
also been used for HAR. Several famous RNN methods have been proposed by other researchers to
solve HAR using CSI data, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [11], Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) [4] and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [12] model. The structure of these models is shown in
Figure 2. LSTM is a kind of RNN that is capable of learning long-term relationships, notably in
sequence prediction issues. LSTM has two different states called cell state and hidden state which
carry long- and short-term memory, respectively, between the cells. Bi-LSTM is an upgraded version
of LSTM, where each training sequence will go through the model in both forward and reverse orders
within two hidden layers, but with the same output layer. GRU model is a model that is significantly
less complicated than an LSTM, since it has only two gates (update gate and reset gate), while LSTM
has three gates (forget, input and output gates) in each cell. GRU can perform similarly to LSTM with
a shorter training time. However, when having a bigger size of datasets, LSTM is said to have a better
result than GRU. Since these three models are a kind of RNN model, they can extract the features of
the datasets during training with all the CSI datasets inserted into the model.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2. Machine learning models: a) LSTM, b) Bi-LSTM and c) GRU.
When compared with the Random Forest (RF) and Hidden Markov model (HMM), LSTM in [11] had
obtained a high accuracy in classification. Authors in [4] proposed an attention-based Bi-LSTM model,
which has a higher accuracy, but the time consumed is twice that of the LSTM model. The deep GRU
algorithm in [12] achieves a high average accuracy of 98.12% when compared with RF and LSTM
algorithms.
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Although RNN-based models can achieve a high accuracy, they need a high memory bandwidth on
demand to ensure that the classification can take place with the required low latency in edge
computing. Memory bandwidth and latency are critical concerns in edge computing. The quantity of
data that may be transferred to or from a particular destination is referred to as bandwidth, while
latency is the time for an operation to complete. Edge computing is the science of allowing data to be
processed at the edge of the network without having to send it to a central server. Therefore, low
bandwidth and latency are the keys that enable edge devices to analyze the data in near real-time.
Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs), a novel type of neural network, can be used to overcome this
problem.

2.2 Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs)
SNNs represent the third generation of neural network models if neural network models are classified
based on their computational units [13]-[14]. SNNs use spikes for information encoding and use
spiking neurons or integrate-and-fire neurons as computational units. The computational units of the
first generation are based on McCulloch-Pitts neurons or in other words, perceptron and threshold
gates. For the second generation of the neural network models, an activation function, such as sigmoid
and linear saturated functions, is applied to the output of every possible output value.
SNNs are a type of promising artificial neural network (ANN). Their outputs were presented in trains
of spikes, having three new dimensions in the structure and the functionality of ANNs which are time,
phase and frequency [15]. Not like ANNs, SNNs can be considered time-dependent during
computation since the single-bit impulses or the so-called spikes will be sent out by neurons to
synapses, potentially in a non-zero traveling time. SNNs are highly inspired by natural brain
computation and recent developments in neuroscience [16]. With the involvement of spike firing
timing, the strength and interest of SNNs are gained from the precise modeling of neuronal synaptic
connections. Hence, the computational power of the 1st and 2nd generations was overcome by SNNs.
SNNs have been said to be the artificial neural network type that is closest to human neurons, because
it transfers the data information in spike, having timing characteristics. In a human neuron, the
postsynaptic neuron receives the pulse (spike) from other presynaptic neurons and action potential is
produced when the membrane potential accumulated reached the threshold voltage. The action
potential produced will be the input pulse for the next postsynaptic neuron. The spiking neuron model
has also been called as biological neuron model, because it can simulate the motion of activation
function in the human neurons.
There have been several existing spiking models such as Hodgkin-Huxley model, the earliest model
that was introduced in the year 1952 by Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley, Integrate-and-Fire (IF)
model, a model that uses a basic mathematical equation to explain the motion of activation function in
the neurons and also the Izhikevich model, a model having the characteristics of both Hodgkin-Huxley
and IF models. Figure 3 shows the motion of an action potential, where a spike is emitted when the
voltage has reached the threshold.

Figure 3. Spike generated with the motion of action potential exceeding the threshold in the neuron.
SNNs had shown their flexibility in image processing works and great work in energy saving, since
they are promising high importance to biological systems. The energy-saving of the spiking model has
been achieved by more than 90%, where energy consumption is reduced from 1.69W-28W to 0.136W
compared to the Support Vector Machine and CNN model in [17]. In [18], 95% of energy saving has
been achieved, where energy is reduced from 657.5µJ to 31.5µJ compared with the fully connected
deep neural network model. Several types of SNNs are proposed by other researchers, such as fuzzy
SNNs [19], artificial SNNs [20] and reservoir-based convolution SNNs [21], in their works. Along
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with that, there have also been learning rules proposed by other researchers, such as synaptic weight
association training (SWAT) [22], Synaptic Efficacy Function-based leaky-integrate-and-fire neuRON
(SEFRON) [23] and spike-timing-dependent-plasticity (STDP) with dynamic threshold neurons [24].

3. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, a spiking model based on Synaptic Efficacy Function-based leaky-integrate-and-fire
neuRON (SEFRON) [23] has been used to classify human activities from the CSI dataset. The SNN
model trains to classify the data with seven different human activities, which are ‘Bed’, ‘Fall’,
‘Pickup’, ‘Run’, ‘Sitdown’, ‘Standup’ and ‘Walk’ on MATLAB software.

3.1 Data Pre-processing
The dataset used is based on the Kazuki dataset having three receivers (30 subcarriers for each
receiver) with a 50 Hz sampling frequency for 19.8s (990 data for each subcarrier) [25]. Since SNN is
a time-dependent neural network, only the data of the first receiver and the first subcarrier is used in
this paper for the classification method. MATLAB smooth function is used as the denoise method to
remove noise from data. With the default setting, the function smooths the response data using a
moving average low-pass filter with the filter coefficient equal to the reciprocal of the span. Span is
the number of data points used for calculating the smoothed value and the number is 5 in default. An
overview of data selection and pre-processing is shown in Figure 4. For the LSTM, Bi-LSTM and
GRU models with a total of 90 input neurons, all the 90 subcarriers are used, where each subcarrier
inserts to each input neuron for a time range of 990 data without any data pre-processing.

Figure 4. Overview of data pre-processing and data selection for Spike Train Encoder,
LSTM, Bi-LSTM and GRU.

3.2 Spike Train Encoder
The data consists of analogue values and needs to be converted into the spike train pattern that is
needed by the Spiking Neuron Model. The population encoding method is useed to convert the
analogue CSI data into the spike train needed by SNNs. By setting the number of receptive field
neurons, each real value converts the presynaptic spike along with the presynaptic spike time interval.
In this paper, each spike train is designed to have a presynaptic spike along with the time interval of
[0,2.5] ms. Since the precision of the time step is set as 0.01, the time step interval is [0.250]. An
overview of the spike train encoder is shown in Figure 5.

3.3 SNN Model
In this paper, each analogue value in the spike train pattern is the input synapse for the SNN model.
Input presynaptic neurons are multiplied with their time-varying weight and summed up at the output
postsynaptic neuron. There are 7 layers of time-varying synaptic weight and output postsynaptic
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Figure 5. Overview of Spike Train Encoder.
Neurons, since there are 7 classes of activities. The synaptic weight in this model can be either
positive or negative along with the time interval. At the output postsynaptic neuron, a postsynaptic
spike is fired when the voltage reaches its threshold at time t. The postsynaptic spike time interval is
set to [0,4] ms with time step interval of [0,400] to allow the model to capture the postsynaptic spike
after time T.

Figure 6. A model with m number of input presynaptic neurons. Spike train input pattern in a time
interval of [0, T] and postsynaptic output spike time interval of [0, T1].

3.4 Model Training
In training, only the first actual postsynaptic spike is important and is used for the classification
method. If the postsynaptic spike does not fire, the firing time is taken as the end of the simulation
time. Since only the first postsynaptic spike is used by the SNN model, the membrane potential, or the
postsynaptic spikes after the first postsynaptic spike, is not considered. The target class postsynaptic
neuron is designed to fire a postsynaptic spike at the desired postsynaptic firing time of 2ms. Weight
update with a 0.5 learning rate occurs when the target class postsynaptic neuron is fired outside the
firing time or another class fires in the desired postsynaptic firing time range of 2±0.05 ms. The output
postsynaptic neuron that is fired first is the output class for the data.
Normalized STDP learning rule, with a learning window size of 1.5 ms, computes the results of
postsynaptic potential due to fractional contribution (VSTDP(t)) in both actual and desired postsynaptic
spike firing times. Then, by minimizing an error function in the ratio of threshold and V STDP(t), it
calculates the change in the time-varying weight on both actual and desired postsynaptic spike firing
times. Finally, the learning rule uses a Gaussian distribution function centred at the current presynaptic
spike timing to regulate the change in synaptic time-varying weight.

3.5 Spike-Timing-Dependent-Plasticity (STDP) Learning Rules
SNNs can be trained for solving pattern classification problems, using normalized STDP supervised
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learning rules to reduce the error by computing the changes in the weight. STDP is a neuron’s rule
strengthening or weakening the connections between neurons based on the degree of synchronous
firing. When the postsynaptic spike timing is after the presynaptic spike timing, the synaptic weight
will be strengthened in a positive value if the spike latency is near zero. On the other hand, for the
postsynaptic spike that spikes before the presynaptic spike, the synaptic weight will be strengthened in
a negative value for the spike latency that is near to zero as shown in Figure 7 a). The effect of these
positive and negative weight values is shown in Figure 7 b), where a positive weight value will cause
an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) and a negative weight value will cause an inhibitory
postsynaptic potential (IPSP) in the postsynaptic neurons.

a)
b)
Figure 7. a) STDP learning rule and b) Excitatory and inhibitory Postsynaptic potential.

4. RESULTS
By adjusting the desired postsynaptic firing time parameter, the threshold value for each class to fire is
influenced. A lower threshold indicates that it is easier to have a postsynaptic spike, while a higher
threshold indicates that more presynaptic spikes are needed to fire a spike on the postsynaptic neuron.
Table 1 shows the threshold values for each class with different desired postsynaptic firing time values.
The effect of low and high thresholds in training spike time is shown in Figure 8. It seems that the
model is firing earlier with a lower firing threshold than the model with a higher firing threshold. The
classes which do not fire are considered fired at the end of the simulation time.

Figure 8. Effect of threshold in training postsynaptic spike time with a lower threshold (red colour)
and a higher threshold (red colour).
Table 1. Threshold values for postsynaptic in different classes.
PARAMETER
Desired postsynaptic
firing time step
150
220

CLASS
A-Bed

B-Fall

C-Pickup

D-Run

E-Sitdown

F-Standup

G-Walk

0.6044
0.8500

0.5822
0.8374

0.6965
0.8967

0.4908
0.7884

0.6058
0.8480

0.6485
0.8728

0.6085
0.8516
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Figure 9 shows the example increase of membrane potential due to a spike in the spike train fired as a
postsynaptic spike at a time of 263ms when reaching the threshold. Since only the first postsynaptic
spike is used by the SNN model, the membrane potential, or the postsynaptic spikes after the first
postsynaptic spike, was not considered. The postsynaptic spike firing output for class G from both
training and testing datasets for all epochs is shown in Figure 10.
Table 2 shows the comparison of the results of SNNs with other ML models, such as the Bi-LSTM,
LSTM and GRU models with 100 hidden neurons each. SNN model achieves 85% classification
accuracy on the testing data which is higher than that of the Bi-LSTM model. Figure 11 shows the
memory profiling summary graph for all the models in Table 2, with the stacks representing the
functions that are running in that period. Comparing the memory needed by the model, SNNs only
need 13620kb of memory size to run; however, the Bi-LSTM model needs the largest memory size
which is 108520kb. In this case, the SNNs model shows a saving in the memory usage which saved
74%, 87% and 72% of memory when compared with the LSTM, Bi-LSTM and GRU models,
respectively.

Figure 9 . Postsynaptic spike caused by membrane potential.

Figure 10. Example of firing output for one of the class G training (blue colour) and testing datasets
(red colour) for all epochs.
Table 2. Results of SNN model and other ML models.
Model
Number of inputs
Number of hidden neurons
Overall training accuracy (%)
Overall testing accuracy (%)
Learning rate
Time for training and testing all
dataset (s)
Peak memory (kb)

SNNs
990
100
84.8073
0.5

LSTM
90
100
100
85.71

Bi-LSTM
90
100
100
80.00
0.001 (Adam optimizer)

GRU
90
100
100
88.57

71

84

184

73

13620

54252

108520

49100
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Figure 11. Graph of memory profiling summary.
Table 3 shows the confusion table of testing data for the SNN model and the other compared models.
All the test data for activities ‘A-Bed’, ‘B-Fall’, ‘C-Pickup’ and ‘D-Run’ has been predicted correctly
by the SNN model. On the other hand, the accuracy to predict activities of ‘E-Sitdown’ and ‘FStandup’ is very low. This may be due to the threshold for these activities that are very close to each
other and have a miss-postsynaptic spike at wrong classes. Besides that, similar or less clear features
among the datasets of different classes may cause a decrease in the classification accuracy.
Table 3. Confusion table for testing data where activity A to activity G refer to ‘Bed’, ‘Fall’, ‘Pickup’,
‘Run’, ‘Sitdown’, ‘Standup’ and ‘Walk’.
SNNs
Predicted
Actual
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
A
1.0 0
0
0
0
0
0
B
0 1.0 0
0
0
0
0
C
0
0 1.0 0
0
0
0
D
0
0
0 1.0 0
0
0
E
0.4 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0
0
F
0.4 0 0.2 0
0 0.4 0
G
0
0
0 0.2 0
0 0.8

LSTM
Predicted
Actual
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
A
0.6 0.2 0 0.2 0
0
0
B
0 1.0 0
0
0
0
0
C
0
0 1.0 0
0
0
0
D
0
0
0 1.0 0
0
0
E
0
0
0 0.6 0.4 0
0
F
0
0
0
0
0 1.0 0
G
0
0
0
0
0
0 1.0

Bi-LSTM
Predicted
C
D
E
F
G
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.0 0
0
0
0
0 1.0 0
0
0
0
0 0.4 0
0
0
0
0 0.6 0
0
0
0
0 1.0

GRU
Predicted
Actual
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
A
0.6 0.2 0 0.2 0
0
0
B
0 1.0 0
0
0
0
0
C
0
0 1.0 0
0
0
0
D
0
0
0 1.0 0
0
0
E
0.4 0
0
0 0.6 0
0
F
0
0
0
0
0 1.0 0
G
0
0
0
0
0
0 1.0

Actual
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

A
B
1.0 0
0.4 0.6
0
0
0
0
0.6 0
0.4 0
0
0
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5. CONCLUSIONS
HAR using Wi-Fi signals is very useful in many areas, such as keeping track of elderly people and
creating a smart home environment. The existing ML models require a high demand on hardware
resources, which is less advantageous for mobile edge computing applications. As a result, an SNN
method is proposed and this is the first CSI-based Wi-Fi signal HAR using SNNs. In this paper, the
SNN model has achieved lower memory usage while maintaining high overall accuracy of 84.8073%.
The proposed SNN model has saved 87% memory when compared with the Bi-LSTM model. The
memory needed by the SNN model is as low as 13620kb, while the Bi-LSTM model needed 108520kb
of memory. More than 70% of memory saving running in SNNs compared to other models
demonstrates that the SNN model is the preferred computational model to exploit machine intelligence
while keeping computational accuracy, thereby avoiding expensive memory access operations.
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ABSTRACT
Protecting the confidentiality, integrity and availability of cyberspace and network (NW) assets has become an
increasing concern. The rapid increase in the Internet size and the presence of new computing systems (like Cloud)
are creating great incentives for intruders. Therefore, security engineers have to develop new technologies to
match growing threats to NWs. New and advanced technologies have emerged to create more efficient intrusion
detection systems using machine learning (ML) and dimensionality reduction techniques, to help security
engineers bolster more effective NW Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDSs). This systematic review provides a
comprehensive review of the most recent NIDS using the supervised ML classification and dimensionality
reduction techniques, it shows how the used ML classifiers, dimensionality reduction techniques and evaluating
metrics have improved NIDS construction. The key point of this study is to provide up-to-date knowledge for new
interested researchers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the new development in NWs and communications, cybersecurity has become a vital requirement
to defend new cyber-attacks [1]. Recently, IDSs in general and NIDSs in particular, have been
increasingly used as tools to constantly monitor NW traffic and provide desired security protection
against cyber-attacks [2]. The earliest IDS was produced in 1980 by Jim Anderson and since then, such
systems have continuously developed and improved, to keep pace with the rapid growth in the NW and
communication fields [3]. The growth of cyberspace has introduced the Big Data concept to the IDS
field, in which massive volumes of data are continually generated around the Internet. Security engineers
have used this Big Data with different ML techniques for further IDS improvements [1]. Supervised ML
NIDS depends on pre-collected datasets to learn how to distinguish between normal and abnormal NW
traffic, to be able to detect any intrusions in the future [3].
The main purpose of this systematic review is to provide a broad analysis of developments in modern
supervised ML NIDSs. The core idea is to provide updated information on supervised ML NIDSs to
provide a starting point for new researchers who want to explore this field. This study undertakes three
main objectives to contribute to existing knowledge: (1) To conduct a systematic review of selected
research papers concerned with supervised ML NIDS published during 2017 and until March 2021 in
Science-Direct (Elsevier), Springer-Link (Springer) and IEEE-Explore (IEEE) libraries; (2) To review
each research paper extensively and discuss its used ML classifiers, dimensionality reduction algorithms
and evaluation metrics; and (3) To highlight recent trends in using such technologies for building NIDSs
and various future challenges.
There are many survey papers in the literature providing reviews on NIDSs, but this study is unique in
applying a systematic approach to collect more relevant research papers on NIDSs designed by
supervised ML classification and dimensional minimization techniques. This study reviews the most
recent research papers from the past three years, providing up-to-date knowledge for researchers.
Section 2 reviews related studies in this area to present background information about IDSs and Section
3 details IDS categorization. Section 4 explains the research methodology, followed by the application
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of supervised ML and dimensionality reduction techniques in Section 5. Section 6 presents the
evaluation metrics. Section 7 discusses the salient findings and identified challenges, while Section 8
concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORKS
Numerous researchers have taken an interest in NIDSs and machine learning and a variety of surveys
and systematic reviews have summarized previous studies in this field. Zebari et al. [29] conducted a
comprehensive review of dimensionality reduction techniques used in the previous IDSs. For each study,
they provided some details about the algorithms used, datasets, dimensionality reduction techniques
(categorized into feature selection and feature extraction) and they summarized the achieved results.
Although they analyzed recent studies (between 2018 and 2020), they did not follow a systematic
approach, unlike the current study (which provides a systematic approach to collect the analyzed
research papers, to make the data collection more accurate and comprehensive).
Martins et al. [56] presented a systematic review of ML-based systems to detect intrusion and malware
scenarios. They reviewed 20 research papers from multiple scientific e-libraries and compared them
based on attack techniques, used algorithms, datasets, evaluation metrics and their results. The limitation
of their study was that they did not provide details about their systematic approach and did not mention
whether the analyzed studies were recent or not. In our study, we provide a detailed description for our
followed approach.
Ahmad et al. [1] reviewed recent studies (from 2017 to 2020) that generally used machine learning and
deep-learning techniques. Their review was notable in identifying the strengths and weaknesses for each
reviewed study, which we have also applied in the current work.
Some studies that introduced the software system IDS were analyzed by Ramaki et al. [57]. They limited
their study to ML techniques that used “Hidden Markov” models and did not provide a systematic
approach for collecting research papers for analysis. This systematic review spans a wider domain,
including NIDSs based on supervised ML techniques. Gonzalez et al. [58] developed a method for
improving security inside secure military self-protected software and comprehensively analyzed
software present position and potential responses to threats. Their method consisted of three stages: user
detection, analysis of current situation and reactive action. The detection phase consists of analyzing
location, timing at present location and identifying user type (friend or foe). The analysis phase entails
determining whether self-protected software should be present at the current site, predicting future
locations and analyzing the level of hazard at the current location. Analytical results showed that selfprotected software that incorporates user detection provides higher protection than self-protected
software that does not contain such detection capability.
Nassif et al. [59] analyzed ML approaches utilized to detect cloud system attacks with a detailed
systematic review for 63 relevant research papers from 2004 to 2021. For each study, they identified the
related security threats, ML techniques used and evaluation metrics’ results. This systematic review
provides more comparison criteria between the analyzed research papers.

3. IDS CATEGORIZATION
An IDS system identifies abnormal events by constantly monitoring network traffic, keeping a network
log and alerting the network administrator in the event of any intrusion. IDS copies the network traffic
for read-only analysis, to detect any suspicious events and notify the administrators about what is going
on (to take manual responsive actions). IDS is implemented outbound of the network line, without
affecting the network data flow [4]. IDS can be categorized based on its monitoring environment and
detection approach. Types of IDS according to monitoring environment are host-based (HIDS), NWbased (NIDS) and hybrid IDS, while according to their detection approaches they can be classified as
signature-based, anomaly-based and hybrid [5] (Figure 1).

3.1 IDSs According to Monitoring Environment
HIDS operates in a local machine that detects local abnormal behaviours; any changes to the host
registry, unauthorized access attempts or attacks cannot be detected by firewalls [5]. IDS is considered
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Figure 1. IDS categories and types.
a reliable system, because it analyzes the log files so that it can efficiently determine whether an attack
is active or not [6]. NIDS operates in an NW node used to monitor and analyze network traffic on a
single network node to detect any abnormal traffic [7]. Some NIDSs are created by analyzing the
payload of an NW packet (packet level) or analyzing only that packet’s header (flow level) [7]. Hybrid
IDS integrates HIDS and NIDS in an effective way [2].

3.2 IDSs According to Detection Approach
Signature-based IDS (also called “misuse detection IDS” or “knowledge-based IDS”) uses a blacklist
of predefined intrusions and attacks. When any intrusion in the blacklist occurs, this IDS can detects it
accurately, with no false alarms [8]. The disadvantages of this type are the required storage size

and that it cannot detect any novel predefined intrusion on its blacklist. This blacklist requires
constant updates to be able to detect any new intrusions [2].
Anomaly-based IDS (also called “behaviour-based IDS”) uses the definition of the normal NW traffic
and any deviation of that normality is detected as an intrusion. It compares the actual NW traffic with
the predefined characteristics of normal traffic to detect any intrusions [9]. It can detect any novel
intrusion, but it suffers high false alarms, as it is difficult to define uniform traffic among all NWs [2].
Hybrid IDS efficiently combines signature-based and anomaly-based approaches, to detect known
attacks in the blacklist while simultaneously detecting new ones [2]. Anomaly-based NIDS is the main
focus of this study, developed using supervised, unsupervised or reinforcing ML techniques [7].

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this study is adapted from [10], collecting papers on NIDSs built with ML
techniques published from 2017 to March 2021 in the Science-Direct (Elsevier), Springer-Link
(Springer) and IEEE-Explore (IEEE) libraries. Search keywords have been used to achieve results
related to the search questions, according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria phases (Figure 2).

4.1 Research Questions
RQ1. What are the proposed supervised ML classification and dimensionality reduction techniques used
to build the NIDS?
This question describes the supervised ML classification and dimensionality reduction techniques which
have been used in previous studies to build NIDS against cyber-attacks, to investigate the popular
techniques used for more enhancement in this domain.
RQ2. What are the evaluation metrics used to evaluate the proposed NIDS?
RQ3. What are the best supervised ML classification and dimensionality reduction techniques used to
build the NIDS?
The main purpose of NIDSs is to detect intrusions in real time, with high sensitivity and low false alarms.
This question explores whether the built NIDS provides a noticeable enhancement in this domain, as
well as to identify techniques that enhance NIDS sensitivity without increasing processing overhead or
affecting real time detection.
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Figure 2. Flow process of inclusion and exclusion of papers.

4.2 Research Process
4.2.1 E-Library Search Phase
Three e-libraries were selected to conduct this systematic review; Science-Direct (Elsevier); SpringerLink (Springer); and IEEE-Explore (IEEE). All are Scopus-indexed, constituting the biggest database
of peer-reviewed research papers. The search was conducted directly in the selected e-libraries during
2017-2021, using the search keywords shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Keyword searching.
Keywords
NIDS
Machine Learning
Feature Selection
Feature Transformation
Dimensionality Reduction

Close Keywords
Network Intrusion Detection
System
Artificial Intelligence
Techniques
Optimization Algorithms
Feature Extraction
------

AND/OR Combination
NIDS AND machine learning
NIDS AND dimensionality reduction
NIDS AND machine learning AND
(feature selection OR feature extraction)
NIDS AND machine learning AND
dimensionality reduction

4.2.2 Selecting Pre-processing Phase
The initial search process using the chosen keywords resulted in many initial hits, the titles of which
were then cross-checked with the research questions and inclusion and exclusion criteria, to eliminate
550 papers not directly related to machine learning-based NIDSs. All authors independently scan the
resulted 550 research papers (titles and abstracts). The resulting group was categorized into unrelated
research papers (NR), partially related (PR) and related research papers (R). In this stage, the process of
exclusion was performed on research papers the abstracts of which did not mention any techniques for
supervised ML NIDS classification, feature selection, feature transformation and dimensionality
reduction. A total of 170 research papers were marked NR and PR by the first review and then another
review was performed on the unmarked set to judge 44 R papers. Further reviewing, to avoid any bias,
was conducted. All reviewers met later to verify the exclusion of research papers deemed NR and PR.
The final set of research papers was approved by all reviewers as related to this study, as shown in Figure
2. A total of 34 research papers remained and finally, the quality assessment criteria were followed again
during the final full-text analysis for a total of 34 research papers.
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4.2.3 Quality Assessment
The quality assessment eliminated bias in research papers selection and ensured that clear criteria were
used to determine the quality of the selected research papers, as shown in Table 2. Scores for quality
relied upon the following criteria: score 1 indicates that a research paper explicitly follows the
assessment criteria, score 0 indicates that a research paper no doubt did not meet the criteria and research
papers suspected to be related that necessitated more analysis and clarification or which did not fully
meet the criteria were scored 0.5. Section 5 analyzes the papers that achieved over 50% in the quality
assessment in detail.
Table 2. Quality assessment criteria.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Assessment Question
Does the paper topic cover NIDS domain?
Does the paper use “machine learning techniques” or “machine learning and optimization
techniques” or “machine learning and dimensionality reduction techniques”?
Is the proposed methodology fully defined?
Are the research results verified by clearly defined evaluation metrics?

Assessment
1/ Zero/ 0.5
1/ Zero/ 0.5
1/ Zero/ 0.5
1/ Zero/ 0.5

4.2.4 Information Extraction
The research questions require extracting information from the selected research papers, such as the use
of: ML classification algorithms; dimensionality reduction techniques; and evaluation metrics and their
results.

5. SUPERVISED ML AND DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
Answering RQ1 requires a complete analysis of the most popular supervised ML techniques (their
implementation and algorithms) used to build NIDSs and detailed analysis of the dimensionality
reduction techniques used.

5.1 Building Supervised ML NIDSs
Supervised ML provides an intelligence technique to extract patterns from previously labelled datasets
[11], learning from previous datasets to predict future values [12]. Studies built NIDSs through several
phases, including data pre-processing, training and testing and evaluation.
5.1.1 Data Pre-processing Phase
Dataset intensive care is required in supervised ML NIDSs to achieve the highest prediction accuracy
rate and the most efficient performance in real-time intrusion detection; higher data quality indicates
more NIDS efficiency [1]. Data pre-processing stages depend on dataset and ML algorithm requirements
and researcher experience [1], [13]-[15]. In dataset cleaning, all duplicated or missing values are
handled; duplicate values are deleted and rows with missing values may be deleted or filled with median,
mean or most frequent corresponding values. Tables 3-5 show the research paper results for the
ScienceDirect, IEEE and Springer-Link databases (respectively).
Table 3. ScienceDirect research paper results.
Research Paper
Nazir and Khan [32]
Mohammadi et al. [38]
Mazini et al. [33]
Alzahrani et al. [4]
Aljawarneh et al. [19]
Verma and Ranga [54]
Dwivedi et al. [39]
Shekhawat et al. [8]
Dahiya and Srivastava [10]
Kanimozhi and Jacob [40]
Hamamoto et al. [35]
Torres et al. [36]

Year
2021
2019
2019
2019
2017
2018
2020
2019
2018
2020
2019
2021

Q1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
0
0.5
1
1
1
1

Q2
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1

Q3
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
1

Q4
0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
0.5
1
0.5
1
1

Total of 4
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
4
3
3
3
4
3.5
3.5
4

Percentage
87.5%
87.5%
87.5%
87.5%
100%
75%
75%
75%
100%
87.5%
87.5%
100%
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Table 4. IEEE research paper results.
Research Paper
Vijayanand and Devaraj [18]
Stiawan et al. [16]
Jiang et al. [41]
Xue and Wu [17]
Ding et al. [42]
Nagaraja et al. [43]
Chang et al. [25]
Matel et al. [26]
Sun et al. [27]
Sakr et al. [34]

Year
2020
2020
2019
2020
2020
2020
2017
2019
2018
2019

Q1
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
1
0.5
1

Q2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Q3
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
1

Q4
1
1
1
0
0.5
1
1
1
1
1

Total of 4
4
4
3
3
3.5
4
3
3.5
3.5
4

Percentage
100%
100%
75%
75%
87.5%
100%
75%
87.5%
87.5%
100%

Table 5. Springer-Link research paper results.
Research Paper
Ghazy et al. [44]
Kunhare et al. [45]
Kasongo and Sun [46]
Bindra and Sood [47]
Rajadurai and Gandhi [48]
Alamiedy et al. [49]
Zhu and Zheng [50]
Sebbar et al. [51]
Thakur and Kumar [52]
Abhale and Manivannan [53]
Verma and Ranga [54]
Moon et al. [55]

Year
2018
2020
2020
2019
2020
2019
2019
2020
2020
2020
2019
2017

Q1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
0.5

Q2
0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5

Q3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Q4
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total of 4
3
3
3
3.5
3
3
3
3.5
3.5
3.5
4
3

Percentage
75%
75%
75%
87.5%
75%
75%
75%
87.5%
87.5%
87.5%
100%
75%

All string values are transformed into numeric values, to be in a suitable format for the
classification algorithm. For feature selection, unnecessary features are dropped either
manually [14] or automatically (using dimensionality reduction techniques, as explained
below). Some ML algorithms require normalization (data scaling) to ensure a uniform range
between values (e.g. K-NN algorithm). Data splitting is applied by splitting datasets’ columns
and rows: columns are split into X, comprising all columns with independent variables; and Y
is the column of the dependent variable that classifies rows (normal or abnormal traffic), called
the “label column,” which is the key data classification element in supervised learning.
5.1.2 Training Phase
To make the supervised ML algorithm goes through the learning experiment; it needs a partition of the
dataset, called the training set [16]. The supervised ML classifier is fed with the independent (X) and
dependent (Y) variables in the training set, to be able to predict Y values on its own in the future [12].
The size of the training set is important to help the ML algorithm learn efficiently with a highly accurate
prediction rate in the least amount of time [17]. Most commonly, the training set consists of 70-80% of
the original dataset, with the remainder for the testing set [16].
5.1.3 Testing and Evaluation Phase
The testing set is fed to the trained ML algorithm with only the X values, to test its ability to predict Y
values. Predicted and actual Y values are then compared using evaluation metrics [16] (Section 6), to
measure the trained ML algorithm’s prediction ability and test its suitability with real NW traffic [18].
Supervised ML classification algorithms thus use independent (X) and dependent (Y) values and learn
how they relate to each other in the training phase, then the trained algorithm is provided X values to
evaluate performance in predicting Y values in the testing phase. Finally, the predicted results are
evaluated using evaluation metrics [12].
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5.2 Supervised ML Classifiers
5.2.1 Decision Tree (DT)
DT algorithm represents the feature values as nodes in a hierarchal tree, to divide the classification
problems into sub-sets [19]. DT consists of nodes that represent features, branches represent roles and
leaves represent a class value (e.g. malicious or normal traffic) [12]. DT algorithm forecasts class values
based on learning decision rules extracted from features [20]. DT algorithm may be implemented by
C4.5 (J48), an open-source Java implementation [21]; ID3, an extension of the former and REP-Tree
[22], another open-source implementation for DT [23]. Aljawarneh et al. [19] proposed anomaly ML
NIDS using REPTree classifier, pre-processed with feature selection using Vote scheme, training and
testing phases. Their proposed NIDS obtained highly accurate results for detecting NW intrusions.
5.2.2 K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN)
K-NN algorithm represents the given training data as neighbour points in a graph and assigns the new
data point to the nearest specified K neighbour points. Figure 3 shows K-NN performance with K= 5.
The distance between the new data point (X1, Y2) and any other neighbour point (X2, Y2) is calculated
using Manhattan (Eq. 1) or Euclidean (Eq. 2) equations [1]. After calculating the distances, the new data
point is classified according to the closest points [12].
|𝑋2 − 𝑋1| + |𝑌2 − 𝑌1|

(1)

√((𝑋2 − 𝑋1)2 + (𝑌2 − 𝑌1)2 ))

(2)

4
3
2
1
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Figure 3. K-NN graph.
Verma and Ranga [7] used CIDDS-001 dataset to build their ML NIDS, labelled based on flow level
and having 14 features; only 12 features were manually selected for the supervised training phase. Using
the Weka tool, a K-NN classifier was implemented for multi-class classification. During the experiment,
several K-NN iterations were conducted with different values for the number of neighbours (NN),
identifying the best classification performance for NN = 2, with accuracy of 100% and no false positives.
5.2.3 Naïve Bayes (NB)
It is one of the most common machine learning classifiers in general. NB classification is based on
Bayes’ theorem [24]. NB measures the likelihood of a given prediction based on available features, as
each feature independently contributes to predicting unknown data [2].
5.2.4 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM algorithm combines statistical theory with supervised learning by finding the best way to split data
into two classes by adding a boundary between them, regardless of whether the data can be divided
linearly or not [8]. Essentially, this algorithm finds the best possible boundaries in the data collection to
distinguish between classes [24].
5.2.5 ML Ensemble Methods
Ensemble supervised ML classifiers are integrated to solve a complex problem and increase accuracy
by pooling individual classifiers’ strengths [20]. For example, some algorithms may perform well in
detecting a certain type of attack, but poorly in detecting others, thus combinations form a stronger
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classifier [25]. Several ML techniques (Random Forest (RF), Ada-Boost, XG-Boost, …etc.) use
ensemble method to enhance performance. RF classifier integrates many DT classifiers, instead of
depending on a single decision tree, taking predictions from each tree to forecast final performance
based on the majority vote of predictions [17]. AdaBoost improves the performance of binary classifiers
by employing an iterative approach, learning from the errors of weak classifiers and transforming them
into strong ones [26]. XG-Boost consists of multiple DTs to solve a wide range of data-mining problems
quickly and accurately [27].

5.3 Dimensionality Reduction Techniques
Supervised ML and Big Data mining techniques are very complex and require high computational costs
due to the voluminous data processed [1]. Real-time detection and accurate detection rates in NIDSs are
major concerns in relation to the “dimensional curse,” referring to ML model complexity due to a large
number of both necessary and unnecessary features, with high dimensionality [28]. Dimensionality
reduction techniques seek to reduce the number of features processed by selecting or extracting only
relevant ones from the feature set, excluding irrelevant, noisy or redundant ones [29]. For dimensionality
reduction, several algorithms reduce feature space either by removing features that do not provide
important information or extracting relationships between available features to produce less space with
new features [30]. This reduces complexity, increases understanding of data, facilitates easier analysis,
improves visualization and reduces processing costs and storage space requirements [6], [29]. The ML
model learning process is thus enhanced, resulting in higher performance and prediction accuracy rates,
providing real-time prediction results [30]. Dimensionality reduction can be conducted by two
approaches.
First, feature transformation/ extraction transforms the available features into more beneficial ones using
optimization algorithms [28]. The most common methods used to conduct feature extraction are
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), Isometric Mapping
(ISOMAP), Locally Linear Embedding (LLE), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), CanonicalCorrelation-Analysis (CCA), Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) and clustering methods [29].
Second, feature selection approach selects features according to their relevance and effectiveness related
to the classification problem [29], without changing representation [31].
Researchers can choose one of four methods to implement their feature selection approach, which differ
in how the ML algorithm functions [31] (Figure 4), as discussed below.
5.3.1 Filter Method
Weights are assigned to features to determine their relevance and essence (dependency, consistency,
…etc.) using statistical standards, without involving the ML algorithm [29]. Depending on the assigned
weights, features are either discarded or retained [31]. Filter method has been found to outperform other
feature selection methods, with less computational costs, more scalability in high-dimensional datasets
and more efficiency [29], [32]. Its drawbacks are that it does not integrate between the selected subset
and the ML algorithm [29] and it is only suited to independent features [32].

Figure 4. Dimensionality reduction techniques.
5.3.2 Wrapper Method
Wrapping creates an interaction between the ML algorithm later used for classification and each selected
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feature subset. The ML algorithm is used with each subset designated as a black box, to evaluate
prediction accuracy and determine which subset has the fewest errors [30]. It is thus accurate and
efficient [31], but is time-consuming, as selected subsets work only with particular ML

algorithms, which may cause over-fitting, as well as being expensive [29].
5.3.3 Embedded Method
Embedding feature selection with the ML algorithm assigns weights independently and the highly
weighted features are recursively used to construct subsets until finding the optimal one; its prediction
accuracy outperforms others with the ML algorithm [30], [31]. The embedded method reduces the
computational cost and the possibility of over-fitting [29].
5.3.4 Hybrid Method
The hybrid combination of filter and wrapper methods is the most commonly used solution, accruing
the constituent advantages to achieve better performance [29]. This systematic review noticed that
adopted dimensionality reduction techniques vary according to the research paper problem. In some
problems, feature selection was forbidden, as removing features from the dataset would be misleading.
Others preferred feature selection techniques, to keep meaningful original features and shorten the
dimensionality reduction techniques within the selected features. Mazini et al. [33] proposed hybrid
anomaly NIDS to detect attacks that threaten network activities. They mentioned that data-mining
techniques were implemented to get rid of imbalanced database disadvantages and the complicity of
feature values. Furthermore, to reach the best performance of the AdaBoost classification algorithm,
they used the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (the wrapper method) for feature selection. Selecting the
most significant features to learn the classifier increases accuracy detection rate and reduces false
alarms.

5.4 RQ1 Analysis and Results
Answering RQ1 entails understanding ML techniques, the most commonly used supervised ML
classifiers and dimensionality reduction techniques, as summarized in Tables 6-8. Some of the selected
research papers used ML classification algorithms to build their NIDS, while others additionally used
dimensionality reduction technique, to improve prediction results and increase NIDS sensitivity and
accuracy.
Table 6. ML methods and dimensionality reduction techniques employed – ScienceDirect studies.
Training ML
Algorithms

Research Paper

Feature Selection
Fil Wra Emb

FT

Dataset

✓

UNSW-NB15

✓

KDD CUP 99

Adaboost

✓

NSL-KDD, ISCXIDS2012

Alzahrani et al. [4]

SVM

✓

NSL-KDD

Aljawarneh et al. [19]

RF, J48, AdaBoost, NB

Verma and Ranga [54]

K-NN

Dwivedi et al. [39]

SVM

Shekhawat et al. [8]

RF, SVM, XG-boost

Dahiya and Srivastava [10]

RF, REP TREE, NB

Kanimozhi and Jacob [40]

RF, SVM, NB, K-NN,
AdaBoost with DT

Hamamoto et al. [35]

RF

Torres et al. [36]

RF

Nazir and Khan [32]

RF

Mohammadi et al. [38]

DT, Least Square SVM

Mazini et al. [33]

Fil: filter; Wra: wrapper; Emb: embedded; FT: feature transformation.

✓

✓

NSL-KDD
CIDDS-001

✓

✓

✓
✓

ISCX 2012, NSL-KDD,
CIC-IDS2017
CTU-13, Malware Capture
Facility Project dataset
UNSW-NB15
CSE-CIC-IDS2018
Private dataset

✓

✓

Private dataset
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Table 7. ML methods and dimensionality reduction techniques employed – IEEE studies.
Research Paper
Vijayanand and Devaraj [18]
Stiawan et al. [16]
Jiang et al. [41]
Xue and Wu [17]
Ding et al. [42]
Nagaraja et al. [43]
Chang et al. [25]
Matel et al. [26]
Sun et al. [27]
Sakr et al. [34]

Feature Selection
Fil Wra Emb

Training ML
Algorithms
SVM, RF
J48
XG-Boost, RF
SVM, XG-Boost
SVM, NB
J48
SVM, RF
SVM
SVM
SVM

Dataset

FT
✓

CICIDS2017, ADFA-LD
ITD-UTM
KDD99, NSL-KDD
Private Dataset
UNSW_NB15
NSL-KDD
KDD99
DARPA KDD CUP 99
KDD CUP 99
NSL-KDD

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Filt: filter; Wra: wrapper; Emb: embedded; FT: feature transformation.

Table 8. ML methods and dimensionality reduction techniques employed – Springer-Link studies.
Research Paper

Training ML Algorithms

Ghazy et al. [44]
Kunhare et al. [45]
Kasongo and Sun [46]
Bindra and Sood [47]
Rajadurai and Gandhi [48]
Alamiedy et al. [49]
Zhu and Zheng [50]
Sebbar et al. [51]
Thakur and Kumar [52]
Abhale and Manivannan [53]
Verma and Ranga [54]
Moon et al. [55]

RF
RF
XG-Boost- DT
RF
Ensemble Gradient descent, RF
RF
SVM
RF
RF
SVM
DT
DT

Feature Selection
Fil Wra Emb
✓
✓
✓

FT
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

Dataset
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD
UNSW-NB15
CIC IDS 2017
NSL-KDD
NSL–KDD
Private dataset
Private dataset
Private Dataset
NSL-KDD
RPL-NIDDS17
Private dataset

Filt: filter; Wra: wrapper; Emb: embedded; FT: feature transformation.

6. EVALUATION METRICS
Answering RQ2 and RQ3 requires a complete analysis of evaluation metrics used to evaluate the
proposed NIDS in each research paper.

6.1 Evaluation Metrics
During the building of any ML model, particularly in the testing phase, many metrics are used to
evaluate performance [7], [27], [32]. Most of these measures are derived from the confusion matrix,
which consists of two columns displaying predicted values and two rows displaying the actual values.
In NIDS, predicted or actual values are positive if NW traffic is positive or negative if normal, as shown
in Figure 5 [1].

Negative Positive

Actual

Prediction
Positive

Negative

TP

FN

FP

TN

Figure 5. Confusion matrix.
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Each intersection between the columns and rows contains the following values [7]: True Positives (TP):
the number of values predicted as attacks that are attacks; False Negatives (FN): the number values
predicted as normal traffic that are attacks; False Positives (FP): the number of values predicted as
attacks that are normal traffic; and True Negatives (FN): the number of values predicted as normal that
are normal traffic. The evaluation metrics from the confusion matrix used to evaluate the proposed NIDS
varied between those discussed below.
Accuracy Rate (AR) and Error Rate (ER) recognize intrusions, indicated by the ratio of correctly
predicted values (TP and TN) to all other values (Eq. 3.a) [35]. ER is calculated depending on the AR,
as shown in Eq. 3.b.
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝐴𝑅) =
(3.a)
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝐸𝑅) = 100 − 𝐴𝑅

(3.b)

Recall Value (Re-V) (detection rate) measures NIDS sensitivity [12], [36]. It is the ratio of correctly
predicted values as attacks (TP) to all other values that are in fact attacks (Eq. 4) [1].
𝑇𝑃
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =
(4)
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

Precision value (PV) indicates the reliability of the NIDS [12]. It is the ratio of correctly predicted
values as attacks (TP) to all other predicted values as attacks (Eq. 5) [1].
(5)
False alarm rate is the ratio of incorrectly predicted values as attacks (FP) to all other normal values (Eq.
6) [1].
𝐹𝑃
𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
(6)
𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
True Negative Rate (TNR) measures NIDS specificity [13]; it is the ratio of correctly predicted values
as normal traffic (TN) to all other normal values (Eq. 7) [1].
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑇𝑁

(7)

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

F Measure (F1) represents NIDS accuracy in terms of precision and recall values (Eq. 8) [13].
𝐹 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 2 (

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑋 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

)

(8)

Receiver Operating Character – Area Under the Curve (Roc-Auc) rate is the area under the curve that
virtualizes the relation between the True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) for every
confusion matrix, resulting from every threshold in binary classification [8], [37]. The higher the TPR
and the lower the FPR, the higher the Roc-Auc score [13]. For further evaluation of the NIDS
performance, researchers calculate the time consumed in the training and testing phases (Tr-T and TsT, respectively), so the NIDS is lightweight and easy to install and provides real-time detection of NW
intrusions [12]. Tables 9-11 show that most researchers relied on AR, DR and FPR to evaluate their
proposed NIDS, so these metrics are considered to answer RQ3 in the next section.
Table 9. Results of evaluation metrics for each research paper – ScienceDirect.
Research Paper
Nazir and Khan [32]
Mohammadi et al. [38]
Mazini et al. [33]
Alzahrani et al. [4]
Aljawarneh et al. [19]
Verma and Ranga [54]
Dwivedi et al. [39]
Shekhawat et al. [8]
Dahiya and Srivastava [10]
Kanimozhi and Jacob [40]
Hamamoto et al. [35]
Torres et al. [36]

AR %
83.12
95.03
98.9
99.81
100
99.63
100
93.56
99.96
96.53
93

Re-V/DR %

PV

95.23
99.61
99.21

Evaluation Metrics
FPR%
F1
Auc-Roc
3.7
1.65
1

Tr-T (sec)

0.6385
0.3

99.71
0.843
99.88

8.5
84.2
99.96

99.92

99.88
96.1
99.88

93

97

2.1
0.56
7.5

5.74

Ts-T (sec)
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Table 10. Results of evaluation metrics for each research paper – IEEE.
Research Paper
Vijayanand et al. [18]
Stiawan et al. [16]
Jiang et al. [41]
Xue and Wu [17]
Ding et al. [42]
Nagaraja et al. [43]
Chang et al. [25]
Matel et al. [26]
Sun et al. [27]
Sakr et al. [34]

AR %
95.91
99.87
94
99.68
99.41
99.44
93
96.122
91.686
98.04

Evaluation Metrics
FPR%
F1
Auc-Roc
4

Re-V/DR %

PV

0.75

81.0

99.64
87.6

99.04
92.5

Tr-T (sec)
4959
0.996

Ts-T (sec)
4960
0.830

144.3

2.39

5.16

10.18

0.71
0.0077
.981
3
3.878

97.55

1.4

Table 11. Results of evaluation metrics for each research paper – Springer-Link.
Research Paper

AR
%

Ghazy et al. [44]
Kunhare et al. [45]
Kasongo and Sun [46]
Bindra and Sood [47]
Rajadurai and Gandhi [48]
Alamiedy et al. [49]
Zhu and Zheng [50]
Sebbar et al. [51]
Thakur and Kumar [52]
Abhale and Manivannan [53]
Verma and Ranga [54]
Moon et al. [55]

99.32
90.85
96
91.06
93.64
99.31
97.4
99.1
84.0
94.07
89.1

Evaluation Metrics
PV
FPR%
F1

Re-V/DR
%

0.99
99.37
80.33

99.26

0.001
0.62

AucRoc

Tr-T
(sec)

Ts-T
(sec)

99.31
87.42
0.99

99.77

98.9

94.7

0.86

0.87

0.8
3.80

96.7

99

0.87

0.85

84.7

6.2 RQ2 and RQ3 Results
For RQ2, after analyzing the used evaluation metrics to determine the highest evaluation results
achieved by the selected research papers, Tables 12-14 show that most researchers relied on AR, DR
and FPR to evaluate their proposed NIDS, so these metrics are considered to answer RQ3. Determining
the best ML and dimensionality reduction techniques used to build NIDS requires summarizing all
techniques used in the selected research papers, showing their AR, DR and FPR (Tables 12-14).
Table 12. Summary of all techniques used in the selected research papers – ScienceDirect.
Research Paper

ML Algorithms

Nazir and Khan [32]
Mohammadi et al.
Mazini
[38] et al. [33]
Alzahrani et al. [4]
Aljawarneh et al. [19]
Verma and Ranga [54]
Dwivedi et al. [39]
Shekhawat et al. [8]
Dahiya and Srivastava
Kanimozhi
and Jacob
[10]
Hamamoto
et al. [35]
[40]
Torres et al. [36]

RF
DT
Ada-Boost
SVM
RF, J48, Ada-Boost, NB
K-NN
SVM
RF, SVM, XG-boost
RF, REP TREE, NB
RF, SVM, NB,
RF
K-NN, Ada-Boost
RF

Feature Selection
Fil
Wra Emb
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

FT

✓

✓

Evolution Metric
AR
DR
FPR
83.12
3.7
95.03
95.23
1.65
98.9
99.61
1
99.21
99.81
0.3
100
99.63
99.71
8.5
100
93.56
84.3
2.1
99.96
99.88
93
7.5
98.92

Fil: filter; Wra: wrapper; Emb: embedded; FT: feature transformation.

The ML algorithm (marked in red) indicates its adoption in the research paper, achieving the best
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evaluation results. The tables also show that most researchers relied on AR, DR and FPR to evaluate
their proposed NIDS, so these metrics are considered to answer RQ3.
Table 13. Summary of all techniques used in the selected research papers – IEEE.
Research Paper
Vijayanand et al. [18]
Stiawan et al. [16]
Jiang et al. [41]
Xue and Wu [17]
Ding et al. [42]
Nagaraja et al. [43]
Chang et al. [25]
Matel et al. [26]
Sun et al. [27]
Sakr et al. [34]

ML Algorithms

Feature Selection
Fil
Wra
Emb

SVM, RF
J48
XGBoost, RF
SVM, XGBoost
SVM, NB
J48
SVM, RF
SVM
SVM
SVM

FT
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

Evolution Metric
AR
DR
FPR
95.91
4
99.87
94
0.75
99.68
99.41
99.64
0.77
99.44
87.6
3
93
3.878
96.122
91.686
97.55
1.4

Filt: filter; Wra: wrapper; Emb: embedded; FT: feature transformation.

Table 14. Summary of all techniques used in the selected research papers – Springer-Link.
Research Paper
Ghazy et al. [44]
Kunhare et al. [45]
Kasongo and Sun [46]
Bindra and Sood [47]
Rajadurai and Gandhi [48]
Alamiedy et al. [49]
Zhu and Zheng [50]
Sebbar et al. [51]
Thakur and Kumar [52]
Abhale and Manivannan [53]
Verma and Ranga [54]
Moon et al. [55]

ML Algorithms
RF
RF
XGBoost- DT
RF
Ensemble Gradient
descent, RF
RF
SVM
RF
RF
SVM
DT
DT

Feature Selection
Fil
Wra Emb
✓
✓
✓

FT
✓

✓
✓

91.06

✓
✓
✓

Evolution Metric
AR
DR
FPR
0.001
99.32 99.26 0.62
90.85
96

✓
✓

93.64
99.31
97.4
99.1
84.0
94.07
89.1

99.77

98.9
0.86

0.8
3.80

84.7

Filt: filter; Wra: wrapper; Emb: embedded; FT: feature transformation.

7. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
7.1 Main Findings
Figure 6 shows how many supervised ML classifiers are used in the selected research papers. It can be
observed that RF classifier is generally preferred, due to its accurate classification performance (i.e.,
ability to detect zero-day attacks) and low computational costs in real time (Table 6). From the selected
research papers, feature selection is the most used dimensionality reduction technique for the proposed
NIDS (Figure 7). These techniques reduce feature dimensionality to reduce the complexity of the
training and testing phases, ultimately ensuring real-time detection, but at the cost of more computational
resources. Figure 8 shows that the most used evaluation metrics are AR, DR and FPR. Efficient NIDS
requires high AR and DR, with low FPR. Thus, to evaluate the efficiency of the NIDS, these values
must be calculated.

7.2 Research Challenges
Most of the proposed NIDSs were constructed in laboratory conditions (not in a real environment), using
predefined datasets and there is no proof of their efficiency in real-world implementations. Testing NIDS
effectiveness in real NW traffic remains a research challenge. The proposed NIDS is complex and its
computational and time costs are considerable, which may affect real-time detection. Although
dimensionality reduction techniques are being used for this purpose, more improvement is still needed
in the field.
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Figure 6. Use of supervised ML classifier.

Figure 7. Use of dimensionality reduction techniques.

Figure 8. Use of evaluation metrics.

8. CONCLUSIONS
This systematic review extensively analyzed NIDSs based on supervised ML classifiers and
dimensionality reduction techniques to provide updated knowledge for new interested researchers in this
field. A systematic approach was adopted to select relevant research papers to answer the RQs.
According to the results, RF is the most supervised ML classifier, due to its accurate classification
performance and low computational costs. Feature selection techniques are the most used for
dimensionality reduction in recently proposed NIDSs. These techniques reduce feature dimensionality
to reduce the complexity of the training and testing phases and eventually ensure accurate real-time
detection, but they need more computational resources. The most commonly used metrics are AR, DR
and FPR. An efficient NIDS requires high AR and DR, with low FPR; these values must be determined
for NIDS efficiency evaluation. This systematic review concludes that despite all efforts in the ML
NIDS field, there are still some challenges facing interested researchers, including proving the
effectiveness of the proposed ML NIDS implementation in a real NW traffic environment and reducing
its complexity to ensure real-time detection. This systematic review is limited by being restricted to only
34 research papers within the domain of supervised anomaly ML-based NIDSs. Future work needs to
address more research papers in a broader domain, including ML and deep learning techniques.
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ملخص البحث:
ّ
اةةةةةةةةتيي ف واةةةةةةةة
إن حمايةةةةةةةي و ّ
اةةةةةةةىوي ح ةةةةةةة االه مةةةةةةةا
إلت تتةةةةةةة ففظةةةةةةة لت مةةةةةةةي
ول َّطفُّةةةةةة وةةةةةةم ة ّ
ةةةةةان نلةةةةةة قن
تض بح و ّب ا
و

اةةةةةةةةيبت ت فبحةةةةةةةة و ّةةةةةةةةب ا بحةةةةةةةةبح
ي ف و ّةةةةةةةة ت ولحيّةةةةةةةةر و ّ
ّ
ةةةةةةة
اةةةةةةةتي ي ةةةةةةة
ةةةةةةة خ ر يةةةةةةة ف ةةةةةةة لقةةةةةةة
وريةةةةةةةا ا و ّ
اةةةةةةةحا يي ف ةةةةةةة بيةةةةةةةتا
وح يبةةةةةةةي ولح ةةةةةةةبي بةةةةةةة وح ةةةةةةةبي و ّ
ةةةةةة ل ةةةةةةان بن يطةةةةةة ّ ف قنيةةةةةةا خ ب ةةةةةةتا وم ظقةةةةةةي و ق يةةةةةة

وقةةةةة تقةةةةةت قنيةةةةةا ظ يةةةةة ا ق ةةةةةي إلي ةةةةةا بت مةةةةةي ب بةةةةةت اويةةةةةي و ةةةةة و ّطفّةةةةة ا ةةةةة
حةةةةةة وةةةةةة
قنيةةةةةةا
لُّةةةةةةل لوةةةةةةي ف قليةةةةةة وح ةةةةةةل فتوةةةةةةل وماةةةةةةان ا قن ةةةةةة ل ةةةةةةان ةةةةةة و ّ ُّ
بت مي ناويي وف اويي هم وم ا
ةةةةة
قةةةةة هةةةةةمر و ةةةةةي ت ظ ةةةةةيظ ت ا يّةةةةةيظ ةةةةةا ليظ لت مةةةةةي ةةةةة و ّطفّةةةةة لحةةةةة و ةةةةة
قنيةةةةةا خ ت بةةةةةيظ ول ّ ةةةةةةني ةةةةة لّةةةةةةل لوةةةةةي ف قليةةةةة وح ةةةةةةل ف ّةةةةة هةةةةةةمر ومت ظ ةةةةةي يةةةةةة
لّةةةةةةل لوةةةةةةي ف قنيةةةةةةا قليةةةةةة وح ةةةةةةل نلةةةةةة طةةةةةة يت إت ةةةةةةا بت مةةةةةةي ةةةةةة
ةةةةةة آلنّفا
نملةةةةةة
قاييس و ّقييل وم م ا ومب همر لت مي
و ّطفّ ؛ فتول ن
ف ةةةةةة إل ةةةةةةا ا وةةةةةة ّ
بن ونّقطةةةةةةي ل ا ةةةةةةيي ةةةةةة هةةةةةةمر و ةةةةةةي مبّةةةةةة ةةةةةة ةةةةةة يت بحةةةةةة
هم وم ا
وم ت ي ولباحبين ومق مين و
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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are an applied technology widely used in various areas. According to the WSN
limitations, they usually face many types of attacks. The sinkhole attack is the most popular and dangerous attack
in the routing of WSNs. There are many approaches to counter sinkhole attacks in the literature. The mobile agent
methods generate better results in facing sinkhole attacks and overcoming the WSN limitations. In this paper, we
present a new mobile agent-based method that applies the trust value of each sensor to detect and prevent sinkhole
attacks. We compute the trust values to inform the sensor nodes about their neighbors' reputations. As shown in
the experiments, the proposed method generates better results in packet loss ratio. It also fixes the security flaws
of previous works and reduces the agents' overhead in the network compared to previous methods.

KEYWORDS
Security, Trust management, Mobile agent, Sinkhole attacks, Wireless sensor networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of many multifunctional low-cost and small-size sensors.
These nodes are deployed in an unattended environment with the capability of sensing, wireless
communication and computing (i.e., the collection and dissemination of environmental data). WSN is a
combination of sensing and embedded techniques, distributed information processing and
communication mechanisms [7]. It has many applications in various areas and is usually deployed in a
risky environment [3], [19]. Thus, security is a vital issue in WSNs. Due to the resource constraints of
the nodes, applying security mechanisms in these types of networks is a very conservative task [13].
Sensor nodes are physically placed in an open environment and are unprotected. WSNs have many more
constraints than traditional networks. Because of computing, resource constraints and the broadcast
nature of the transmission medium, WSNs have different security challenges compared to traditional
networks. Moreover, these networks are easily exposed to a variety of security attacks. In most security
attacks in WSNs, the compromised sensor nodes insert fake information into the network [23].
Therefore, WSN protocols and algorithms must be self-organized and security mechanisms should be
considered to protect the sensor nodes against various attacks [9].
A routing protocol is a software placed on the network layer and is responsible for decisions about the
output route of packets that should be transmitted. In other words, it is an algorithm to find a way to
transfer data. Typically, in WSNs, the destination node is called a base station. The distance between
the source and the destination nodes may be far or even outside of the transmission range. Therefore,
data may be transmitted to reach the sink node through multiple hops [25]. Different attacks have been
designed and implemented based on essential tasks of the network layer, which endanger data packets’
security.
In this paper, amongst various attacks in the network layer, the sinkhole attack has been chosen, which
is one of the most widespread and destructive attacks. The sinkhole attack is a dangerous attack in WSNs
that prevents reaching complete and correct information to the base station node. In this attack, a
malicious node misleads the surrounding nodes to attract traffic from a specific path [15], [12]. As shown
in Figure 1, the malicious node claims have the shortest path to the sink. The primary metric for data
routing is the best path to the base station in WSNs [6]. Hence, the malicious node can absorb a portion
of network packets illegally. In fact, in a sinkhole attack, a malicious node sends false information about
the routing to the neighbors to encourage them to choose it as their parent to get the network traffic of
1.
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that area [6]. Now, it can launch other attacks, such as selective forwarding, packet drops and packet
modifications [15]. Thus, the sinkhole attack decreases the network’s lifetime and increases the network
overhead [14].

Figure 1. The sinkhole attack in a WSN [9].
There are many methods in the literature to address sinkhole attacks [1]-[2]. Here, we focus on the agentbased methods that apply mobile agents as a self-controlling program to transfer code and data between
the sensor nodes [11], [16], [4]. With the aid of agents, we can reduce the communication costs by
moving the processing code to the sensors instead of transferring data to a central processor node.
In this paper, we propose a new mobile agent-based method that applies the trust value of each sensor
to detect and prevent sinkhole attacks. We use the trust value of each sensor to inform the sensor nodes
about their neighbors’ reputations. Hence, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:



We compute the trust value of each node to inform the sensor nodes about their neighbor’s
reputations.
We apply mobile agents to reduce the communication costs in WSNs by eliminating
unnecessary data transfer.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We investigate the related work in Section 2. The proposed
method is described in Section 3. In Section 4, we compare our proposed method with two related works
regarding packet loss, energy consumption, throughput and agent overhead. Finally, the conclusion and
the future direction are mentioned in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
So far, many methods have been presented to detect and prevent sinkhole attacks. In this section, we
examine some of them and the related work in this area. Sheela et al. detected the sinkhole attacks in
WSNs by a mobile agent-based method. The mobile agents collect information from all sensor nodes to
make each node aware of the network in terms of the malicious nodes. Normal nodes do not accept the
fake information of the compromised nodes. This method has agent navigation and data routing
algorithms which the first algorithm describes how to visit all nodes and to give the network information
to nodes by the mobile agent. Also, the second algorithm describes how to use a node of this global
network information for routing data packets. An essential feature of this method is that it detects the
sinkhole attack without any encryption or decryption mechanism. However, if the number of nodes
increases, the overhead of this method will be very high [22].
Sharmila and Umamaheswari have presented a solution to detect sinkhole attacks using message digest.
In this method, a control scheme can be built for each packet in the network by using hash functions.
The digest message is calculated by the source node using a combination of MD5 and SHA1 hash
algorithms and is sent through a trustable path to the base station. Then, the message is sent through a
node that claims to have the shortest route to the sink. If an adversary modifies the message, it can be
detected by checking the modified message and the message digest. Due to the use of SHA1 and MD5
algorithms, overhead caused by the encryption and decryption operations is high and transfer the
message is transferred in the two paths causing loss of energy and traffic overhead that are disadvantages
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of this method. Also, having a trustable path in this type of network is often not possible due to their
nature [21].
Bahekmat et al. have presented an efficient algorithm to detect sinkhole attacks in WSNs. In their
proposed algorithm, it is assumed that all nodes in the network are similar, randomly distributed and
aware of their locations in the network. Each node sends a control packet to the base station directly
before sending the data packet through hop-by-hop routing. If any change is made on the control fields,
it indicates that there are malicious nodes in the path. The advantage of this method is the reduction of
packet loss rate and energy consumption. The main disadvantage of this algorithm is that each sensor
needs to use localization algorithms or have a Global Position System (GPS) in order to know its
geographical location, which requires additional costs [5].
Hamedheidari and Rafeh have presented a defensive mechanism by mobile agents to counter sinkhole
attacks. Each node is aware of its trusted neighbors using mobile agents with a three-step negotiation.
The main purpose of the three-step trusting procedure between the node and the agent is an
authentication mechanism that uses unique codes and hash algorithms. In this method, it has been
assumed that all nodes are physically protected. This assumption is not very logical due to the nature of
this type of network that is placed in remote areas. Now, by omitting this assumption, the attacker can
gain access to the node physically. As a result, this method suffers from tampering attacks [9].
Naderi et al. detected the sinkhole area according to the energy consumption model in the network and
the energy deviation of each node from other nodes. Also, nodes' energy information is collected and
analyzed by the sink. Then, a trust evaluation mechanism is used, so that each node calculates the trust
value of its neighbors. The trust mechanism starts after observing a contradiction in energy consumption
in a limited area of the network and then a trust value is assigned to each node based on security
requirements by the sensed event. The advantage of this method is to achieve considerable performance
in factors that have higher risk. For example, a network that has more nodes and compromised nodes
has a short distance to the sink and delivers more packets to the sink under challenging conditions. The
major disadvantage of this method is that it acts only based on energy criteria. In other words, if a node
has a higher energy consumption due to more telecommunication capabilities, it is incorrectly detected
as a malicious node, which is referred to as a false positive [17].
Jahandoust and Ghassemi proposed an adaptive framework with a combination of subjective logic and
an extension of timed automata to counter sinkhole attacks in WSNs. For this reason, they utilized a
stochastic extension of the AODV routing algorithm. A subjective logic model is applied to detect the
sinkhole nodes and find the most reliable path. Also, a probabilistic model monitors the network
behavior to adaptively adjust the algorithm parameters [10].
In recent research, Nwankwo and Abdulhamid applied the ant colony method to detect sinkhole areas
[18]. Although they claim that their method can improve the detection rate and false alerts, it applies ant
colony as a time-consuming method which is not proper for WSN applications. Wang presented a threelayer detection scheme to monitor the heterogeneous Industrial WSN (IWSN). Unlike the previous
method, their scheme does not utilize information and location information from the neighbors. At the
first layer, the normal and Sybil nodes are found by a quadratic difference based on the received signal
strength indicator (RSSI). The second layer continues the search for nodes detected in the first layer
using a method based on residual energy. Finally, the base station detects the first and second highenergy nodes [24]. Jatti and Sonti presented an agent-based algorithm to detect and prevent sinkhole
attacks in WSNs [11]. Their work is very similar to Hamedheidari and Rafeh’s method [9]. They just
apply their presented method to a different routing algorithm and evaluate it through network simulator
NS 2.35.
In this paper, we present a new mobile agent-based method to counter sinkhole attacks. Therefore, we
focus on the agent-based literature and exceed it to fix the security flaws of previous works and reduce
the overhead caused by the presence of the agents in the network. We compare our proposed method
with two agent-based related works to show its performance in facing sinkhole attacks.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
Here, we explain our proposed method to apply mobile agents and trust management. In our method,
each node computes the trust value of its neighbors. Furthermore, it uses mobile agents to make each
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node aware of the reputation values of its neighbors. Consequently, each node identifies its compromised
neighbors and does not interact with them.

3.1 Agent Designing
Such as other methods, the mobile agent is an executable script that migrates from one node to another
in the format of an agent packet. In the proposed method, we use a simplified type of agent code to
detect the sinkhole nodes. As a result, it produces less computational overhead and decreases energy
consumption in the nodes as well. Furthermore, agents do not communicate with each other and only
interact with the nodes placed on them. So, no traffic overhead will exist due to the agents’
communication with each other. It reduces the energy consumption in the nodes significantly [9].

3.2 Agent Migration
The migration allows an agent to move from an agent node (the node that contains the agent) to a
neighbor node and back to the original node. Therefore, the agent only moves to a one-hop neighbor
and does not need to maintain the agent migration path to return to the original node. As a result, the
source and destination storage will suffice. We define here another action that is the agent cycling. Agent
cycling is done when a mobile agent migrates to all one-hop nodes around an agent node.

3.3 Algorithm
First, nodes are randomly distributed with a uniform distribution in the network. After that, the base
station selects several sensor nodes based on the expected number of agents in the network and sends
agent packets to them. After receiving agents, each node sends a HELLO packet to neighbor nodes and
creates a neighboring matrix. Figure 2 shows a WSN with nine nodes. In this network, node A consists
of an agent and H is the malicious node. Table 1 shows the neighboring matrix of node B after sending
HELLO packets. As can be seen, in this step, detected are only neighbors of a node which may be
malicious.

Figure 2. A WSN with nine nodes.
Table 1. Neighboring matrix of node B after sending HELLO packets.
The ID of the Neighbor Node

Node A

Node E

Node F

Node H

Sent packets

0

0

0

0

Correct packets

0

0

0

0

Sent packets 2

0

0

0

0

Trust value

50

50

50

50

Update state

0

0

0

0

Each node increases the number of sent packets variable by one after transmitting a packet to its onehop neighbor. Next, each sender node (x) monitors its neighbor (y) for a limited time to investigate its
forwarding behaviors. If node x detects the correct retransmission, it will increase the number of correct
packets variable by one [8]. Before forwarding a new packet, each node checks to know whether the
number of sent packets variable has reached a predefined threshold of forwarding, 100 for example, or
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not. Then, the direct trust from node x to node y can be calculated by the formula and variable value
'number of sent packets' proposed in [20] as in Equation (1) 'Number of correct packets' is set to zero.
𝑇𝑥,𝑦 =

𝑆𝑥,𝑦
× 100
𝑆𝑥,𝑦 + 𝑈𝑥,𝑦

(1)

where 𝑇𝑥,𝑦 is the trust from node x to node y, 𝑆𝑥,𝑦 is the number of correct packets forwarded by node y
and 𝑈𝑥,𝑦 is the number of packets dropped by node y. Also, to reduce the forwarded data and
computational overhead, trust values are stored as unsigned integers in the range of 0 to 100 instead of
decimal values that represent the lowest and the highest level of trust, respectively. To update the trust
for node y at node x (i.e., trust value variable), we apply formula (1) to calculate the trust average. The
trust value in node x is calculated and stored in node x as well. Moreover, to get a more accurate trust
value, the reputation value is calculated by using mobile agents. For this reason, the trust values of all
one-hop neighbors of an agent node are collected by the agent. The reputation values are calculated at
the agent node and then new reputation values are submitted to the neighbor nodes with the help of
mobile agents.
The update state variable is binary. 0 means that the last update of variable 'trust value' has been done
by direct calculation of trust value by the node and one means that it has been updated by the average
of provided reputation value by the agent and stored trust value in the trust value variable. At first, the
agent checks the value of the update state variable. If it is 0, it submits the reputation value of the node's
neighbors to it and receives the values of variables 'trust value' and 'number of sent packets 2' of the
node's neighbors and delivers them to the agent node during its migration. But, if the update state
variable is set to 1, the mobile agent returns to the agent node without doing any extra operation. The
purpose of using the update state variable is that if a node has not been done, the adequate number of
interactions (i.e., 100), it can solely update the trust value variable. So, it is better to ignore these trust
values, which can prevent the computational overhead imposed by these processes.
Furthermore, this simple binary variable prevents the impact of a fake agent on a node. According to
our mechanism of updating the trust value variable, if a node updates the trust value based on the
reputation, the new trust value cannot update until it is already updated based on the direct trust value
which is calculated by the node. As a result, if an agent hands over incorrect reputation information to
a node, the impact of this fake information can be reduced by calculating the trust value based on the
direct trust calculated by the node. Initialization and updating of the variable 'update state' are done only
by the node. At the first step of updating the trust value variable, the direct trust value is calculated as
described earlier by the node. Then, the average of this value and the one stored in the trust value will
be held as the new trust value and also the value of the two variables 'number of sent packets' and
'number of correct packets' will be changed to zero. This procedure could be done if the number of
interactions reaches 100. On the other hand, if the value of the update state variable is zero, it means
that the agent has not read the trust value yet. Hence, the number of interactions is stored in another
variable named 'number of sent packets 2' in the node in which values will be multiples of 100 (except
the default value). We use this variable to weigh the collected trust values of the nodes for calculations
of reputation that are done within the agent node. Three tables are stored in the agent node; table 1
(which is also stored in all other nodes), table 2 and table 3. The data used to calculate the reputation
value which has been transmitted to an agent node by the mobile agent is stored in Table 2. For each
neighboring node, one dedicated table 2 is stored in an agent node. The reputation value of all nodes is
stored in Table 3 as well.
Table 2. Transmitted information of the mobile agent to agent node after collecting data from node B.
The ID of the Neighbor Node
Trust value
Number of sent packets 2

Node A
95
200

Node E
90
300

Node F
80
200

Node H
10
200

Table 3. Reputation table.
The ID of the Neighbor node
Reputation

Node A
95

Node B
80

Node C
65

Node D
80

Node E
70

Node H
15
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After agent cycling, the reputation of each node is calculated by using the information gathered by the
mobile agent as follows:
𝑅1𝑏 =

𝑆𝑎,𝑏 × 𝑇𝑎,𝑏 + 𝑆𝑒,𝑏 × 𝑇𝑒,𝑏 + 𝑆𝑓,𝑏 × 𝑇𝑓,𝑏 + 𝑆ℎ,𝑏 × 𝑇ℎ,𝑏
𝑆𝑎,𝑏 + 𝑆𝑒,𝑏 + 𝑆𝑓,𝑏 + 𝑆ℎ,𝑏

(2)

𝑅𝑎 × 𝑇𝑎,𝑏 + 𝑅𝑒 × 𝑇𝑒,𝑏 + 𝑅𝑓 × 𝑇𝑓,𝑏 + 𝑅ℎ × 𝑇ℎ,𝑏
𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝑒 + 𝑅𝑓 + 𝑅ℎ

(3)

𝑅1𝑏 + 𝑅2𝑏
2

(4)

𝑅2𝑏 =

𝑅𝑏 =

where 𝑆𝑎,𝑏 is the number of sent packets from node a to node b, 𝑇𝑎,𝑏 is the trust value of node a to node
b or the trust value variable and 𝑅𝑎 is the reputation value of node a.
Since a malicious node may try to show the number of its interactions (i.e., the ‘number of sent packets
2’ variable) extraordinary high to increase the impact of its comment in a weighted mean formula, we
apply the following condition with a reasonable threshold of 400, for instance, to prevent this possible
disorder.
IF number of sent packets 2 >= threshold, THEN
number of sent packets 2 = threshold

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we express the security benefits of our proposed method compared with the
Hamedheidari and Rafeh [9] and Jatti and Sonti [11] methods. We describe the security weaknesses of
the previous methods and their incapability of detecting and resisting some sorts of attack. Moreover,
we explain the advantages of our proposed method and the way in which we resolve these weaknesses.
Then, we compare the proposed method with the mentioned two methods in terms of various standard
evaluation parameters in normal conditions to see whether the proposed method, which brings superior
safety, imposes more overhead than the previous methods or not.
In Hamedheidari and Rafeh’s method, they assume that all nodes are physically protected. This
assumption is not logical due to the nature of WSNs that are placed in risky areas. By removing this
assumption, an attacker (i.e., human attacker) can take the node physically. In fact, it will gain access
to code 1, code 2 and the NodeHashFunc(); so by having this information, it can create a fake node and
place it in the network. In Hamedheidari and Rafeh’s method, a fake node is treated as a normal node;
and all actions of it are allowed, even hostile acts. By knowing this information, accessing code 3 and
creating a fake agent is not so hard; so the detection way of the base paper fails in this situation.
Furthermore, the agent node multicasts the trust packet and its neighbors only check the sender ID of
the packet to ensure transmitting by the agent node. Hence, an attacker can easily create a fake trust
packet and pretend that the packet is sent by it via changing the ID of the trust packet to an agent node.
Therefore, this can easily disrupt the network's ordinary workflow.
As described in detail in the proposed method section, unlike Hamedheidari and Rafeh’s method, our
proposed method has a reasonable performance in all the above conditions. Also, another positive point
of the proposed method is that the value of the threshold to detect an attacker can be set according to the
sensitivity of WSN's type. The more security is essential, the higher the threshold should be and vice
versa.

4.1 Simulation
In this sub-section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method within a simulation
environment. For this purpose, we developed an agent-based simulator and then compared the results of
our proposed method with two related works [9], [11].
4.1.1 Simulation Environment
Simulation environment has been considered to be 200 × 200 meters in simulations and we assume N
sensor nodes with a uniform distribution that are randomly distributed in the environment and are mobile
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as well. Simulations have been done for N sensor nodes from 100 to 400 with the step of 100. Simulation
time is 20 minutes and the results are recorded one time every 30 seconds. Also, each experiment has
been repeated for any number of sensor nodes five times and corresponding diagrams are the average of
5-time runs. In each experiment, between 10-20% of nodes are malicious. Simulations were done for
each number of nodes with various percents of agents (10%, 15%, 20% and 25%) in each experiment.
In table 4, the simulation conditions are shown, so that Eelect is consumed energy to activation electronic
circuits of transmitter and Efs is the activation energy amplifier of the transmitter.
Table 4. Simulation environment.
Variable

Value

Network scale

200m × 200m

Duration

20 minutes

Routing protocol

AODV

Range of transmission
Speed

50 m
10 m/s

Initial energy
Eelect

1 joule
50 nj/bit

Efs

10 pj/bit/signal

4.1.2 Network Model
Base station: It is static and located in coordinates (100,100). In simulations, we found that this place
has more efficiency. The base station is entirely safe and has infinite energy.
Sensor nodes: All nodes in the simulation are homogeneous and are not better than another. Nodes are
distributed with a uniform distribution in the environment. They are mobile and move with a speed of
10 m/s by a random waypoint algorithm in all experiments.
Mobile agent: Only one type of agent is used in this method. The agents are randomly placed on nodes
done by the base station at the beginning of the network creation. The agents perform agent cycling
every 5 to 10 seconds.
Malicious node: Malicious nodes are the regular nodes in the network that generate sinkhole attacks.
In each experiment, 10% to 20% of total nodes are malicious and distributed randomly around the
network environment.
4.1.3 Experimental Result
Here, we compare the simulation results of our method with Hamedheidari and Rafeh’s method [9] and
Jatti and Sonti’s method [11] in terms of packet loss, energy consumption, throughput and agent
overhead. As shown in the experiments, our proposed method generates better results in terms of packet
loss ratio and the agents’ overhead. It also leads to acceptable energy consumption and throughput.
4.1.3.1 Energy Consumption
Since energy is the most vital resource for sensor nodes, the methods and approaches proposed for sensor
nodes need to be economical in terms of energy consumption. Figures 3-6 show the energy consumption
of our proposed method in comparison with the previous methods. As shown in these figures, increasing
the number of agents increases the consumed energy. However, the amount of increase is less with 100
nodes than with 400 nodes in the network. It is because of more scattering between nodes in the largescale networks with a few nodes. As a result, their neighbors are less and agents visit fewer nodes in
every cycling. The energy consumption of the entire network is still low. But in dense networks; i.e.,
networks with a large number of nodes (because of having more neighbors), agent cycling is performed
more, so more energy is consumed. The Hamedheidari and Jatti methods consume less energy than the
proposed method because regular nodes know their trusted neighbors through trust packets that are sent
by the agent node. Still, in the proposed method, a regular node calculates the trust value of its neighbors.
So, in the proposed method, each node consumes more energy.
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Figure 3. The energy consumption in the compared methods with 10 percent agent.

Figure 4. The energy consumption in the compared methods with 15 percent agent.

Figure 5. The energy consumption in the compared methods with 20 percent agent.
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Figure 6. The energy consumption in the compared methods with 25 percent agent.
4.1.3.2 Packet Loss Rate
The most possible related problem in sinkhole attacks is packet loss. The attacker, after receiving the
packets, does not transmit them. Packet loss is a vital problem in many applications. We compare the
packet loss rate of our proposed method with the previous methods in Figures 7-10. The packet loss in
the Hamedheidari and Jatti methods is caused by the presence of uncovered nodes for the agent. The
uncovered nodes assume that all their neighbors are attackers and do not interact with them.

Figure 7. Comparison of the packet loss rate in the compared methods with 100 nodes in the network.

Figure 8. Comparison of the packet loss rate in the compared methods with 200 nodes in the network.
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Therefore, by increasing the number of agents, the network is covered better and the packet loss rate
gets reduced in the Hamedheidari and Jatti methods. Since the uncovered nodes can recognize their
malicious neighbors, so in a network with a large number of nodes and a low percentage of agent nodes,
the number of lost packets in the proposed method is less than in the compared methods, as shown in
Figure 10. Another reason for packet loss is the end of energy of intermediate nodes in a data path. The
energy consumption in the proposed method is more than the Hamedheidari and Jatti methods, so from
this point of view, the number of packet losses in the compared methods is less than in the proposed
method.

Figure 9. Comparison of the packet loss rate in the compared methods with 300 nodes in the network.

Figure 10. Comparison of the packet loss rate in the compared methods with 400 nodes in the network.
4.1.3.3 Throughput
Throughput is the average of successful message delivery in a communication channel. Since the
sinkhole attack forwards the packets in the wrong paths or does not transmit them, throughput is reduced.
We can measure the throughput by data packets per second or data packets per interval. Comparison of
throughput with the two methods is depicted in Figures 11-14. In the Hamedheidari and Jatti methods,
only the agents are responsible for detecting malicious nodes, whereas in our method, this process is
done by agents and nodes. As shown, by increasing the number of agents, the compared methods have
better performance than our method.
4.1.3.4 Mobile Agents’ Overhead
The next criterion that we review in simulations is the average mobile agents' overhead in the network.
A comparison of the average of mobile agents' overhead between the proposed method and the compared
methods is shown in Figures 15-18. This criterion has been calculated by the rate of the number of
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Figure 11. Comparison of throughput in the compared methods with 100 nodes in the network.

Figure 12. Comparison of throughput in the compared methods with 200 nodes in the network.

Figure 13. Comparison of throughput in the compared methods with 300 nodes in the network.
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Figure 14. Comparison of throughput in the compared methods with 400 nodes in the network.

Figure 15. The mobile agents’ overhead in the compared methods with 10 percent agent.

Figure 16. The mobile agents’ overhead in the compared methods with 15 percent agent.
control packets). As shown, the agent overhead increases while the number of agent migrations becomes
more. In other words, agents’ overhead is reduced by increasing the number of sensor nodes. Moreover,
there is no trust packet in our method; so, the agent’s overhead is reduced more than the Hamedheidari
and Jatti methods.
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Figure 17. The mobile agents’ overhead in the compared methods with 20 percent agent

Figure 18. The mobile agents’ overhead in the compared methods with 25 percent agent.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this research, we proposed a novel mobile agent-based technique to counter sinkhole attacks in WSNs.
We carefully examined the most relevant method to the subject of this paper and issues which could
challenge its security. We then presented our solution, which covered the security flaws of previous
methods. The simulation results showed that our method could improve the overhead caused by the
agents in the network and the packet loss ratio in comparison with the previous methods. At the same
time, other criteria, such as energy consumption and throughput remained almost the same. Furthermore,
our method resolved the issue of uncovered nodes in the previous methods by equipping each node to
have the ability to detect adversaries on its own. In the future, we plan to apply fuzzy logic to improve
the detection algorithm of the malicious nodes. Moreover, we want to extend our method to support the
other routing protocols.
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ملخص البحث:
بببببم وّلبببببم ابببببت بببببم ج ببببب ل
ال ببببب طيببببب
ابببببمج ّاّلبببببيلً طبببببب لل ط ًببببب
شبببببالمج ّات ل
اببببببمج ّاّلببببببيلً ه ااببببببت ط ّ بببببب ّا بببببب بببببب ّاا تببببببمج
واًتببببببم يلببببببق بتحبببببب ب ل ّج شببببببالمج ّات ل
وط ببببب ل ه تبببببمج لّااما طببببب ل أكثببببب هببببب ش ّاا تبببببمج شبببببً طم وأشببببب لهم ببببب ّ ابببببت طابببببًً شبببببالمج
ببببب ّاا تبببببمج ابببببت
ابببببمج ّاّلبببببيلً وه بببببمّ ّالثًببببب ببببب ّا لببببب ات ّ اببببب هببببب ّ ّا لببببب
ّات ل
ل
ل
ّأل بًلببببببمج ّات ي بببببب بمات بببببب وط ببببببت ّا بببببب ّات تبببببب طيبببببب ّا ّ بببببب ّا م ًلبببببب ببببببم
ابببببمج
أاضببببب ابببببت ّ اببببب هببببب ّ ّا لببببب
ببببب ّاا تبببببمج وّا يلببببب طيببببب حببببب ب ل ّج شبببببالمج ّات ل
ّاّليلً
ابببببت هببببب ش ّا رقببببب ه ببببب لس ن ببببب طاببببب طيببببب ّا ّ ببببب ّا م ًلببببب وطاببببب س قًتببببب ّاث ل ببببب الببببب ل
بببببش ايلبببببببا طبببببب ه تببببببمج لّااما طبببببب ل و اببببببم بببببب س بحاببببببم قببببببً ّاث ل بببببب طببببببّس ط بببببب
ب ل
ج مرّطام
امج ط لم م ب
ّات ل
وكتبببببم طابببببًل ّا بببببمر ه اب ل
ببببلط ّا ل ببببب ّات اببببب ابببببت هببببب ش ّا رقببببب ألببببب ج طببببب بببببم أاضببببب
أ ببببب
ابببببمب ب مببببب
ببببب اًبببببق ببببب ل .ا ببببب ّاحبببببقس كببببب اّ اابببببت طمببببب بي ببببب ّق ّألطتبببببمّ .ا ل
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اجملةل ا ألردنية للحاسوب وتكنولوجيا املعلومات
اجملةل ا ألردنية للحاسوب وتكنولوجيا املعلومات ( )JJCITجمةل علمية عاملية متخصصة حممكة تنرش ا ألوراق البحثية ا ألصيةل عالية املس توى
يف مجيع اجلوانب والتقنيات املتعلقة مبجاالت تكنولوجيا وهندسة احلاسوب واالتصاالت وتكنولوجيا املعلومات.
حتتضن وتنرش جامعة ا ألمرية مسية للتكنولوجيا ( )PSUTاجملةل ا ألردنية للحاسوب وتكنولوجيا املعلومات ،ويه تصدر بدمع من صندوق
دمع البحث العلمي يف ا ألردن .وللباحثني احلق يف قراءة اكمل نصوص ا ألوراق البحثية املنشورة يف اجملةل وطباعهتا وتوزيعها والبحث عهنا
وتزنيلها وتصويرها والوصول اإلهيا .وتسمح اجملةل ابلنسخ من ا ألوراق املنشورة ،لكن مع االإشارة اإىل املصدر.

الأهداف واجملال
هتدف اجملةل ا ألردنية للحاسوب وتكنولوجيا املعلومات ( )JJCITاإىل نرش آخر التطورات يف شلك أآوراق حبثية أآصيةل
وحبوث مراجعة يف مجيع اجملاالت املتعلقة ابالتصاالت وهندسة احلاسوب وتكنولوجيا املعلومات وجعلها متاحة للباحثني يف
ش ىت أآرجاء العامل .وتركز اجملةل عىل موضوعات تشمل عىل سبيل املثال ال احلرص :هندسة احلاسوب وش باكت االتصاالت
وعلوم احلاسوب ونظم املعلومات وتكنولوجيا املعلومات وتطبيقاهتا.
الفهرسة
اجملةل ا ألردنية للحاسوب وتكنولوجيا املعلومات مفهرسة يف لك من:

فريق دمع هيئة التحرير
احملرر اللغوي
حيدر املومين

ادخال البياانت وسكرتري هيئة التحرير
اإايد الكوز

مجيع ا ألوراق البحثية يف هذا العدد ُمتاحة للوصول املفتوح ،وموزعة حتت أآحاكم ورشوط ترخيص
](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/) [Creative Commons Attribution
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اﻟﻤﺠﻠﺔ اﻷردﻧﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﺤﺎﺳﻮب وﺗﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﻴﺎ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت
ﻛﺎﻧﻮن اﻷول ٢٠٢١

اﻟﻤﺠﻠﺪ ٧

اﻟﻌﺪد ٤

اﻟﺼﻔﺤﺎت ﻋﻨﻮان اﻟﺒﺤﺚ
٣٣٦ - ٣٢٦

اﻟﺘﻤﻴﲒ ﻏﲑ اﻟﻤﻘﻴّﺪ ﻋﻦ ﻃﺮﻳﻖ اﻷذن ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻤﺤ ّﻮﻻت
ﻣﺎرون ب .أﻟﻴﺠﻮ

٣٤٨ - ٣٣٧

اﻟﺘﻌﻠّﻢ اﻟﻘﻴﺎﳼ ذو اﻟﻄﺮﻳﻘﺘﲔ ﺑﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺎت اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﻔﺮﻋﻴﺔ اﻷﻏﻠﺒﻴﺔ واﻷﻗﻠﻴﺔ ﻟﺘﺼﻨﻴﻒ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺎت
اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﻀﺨﻤﺔ
آﺷﻮ ﻛﺎوﺷﻴﻚ ،وﺳﻴﺒﺎ ﺳﻮزان

٣٦٢ - ٣٤٩

اﻟﺴﺤﺎﺑﺎت اﳊﺎﺳﻮﺑﻴﺔ
ﺟﺪوﻟﺔ ﺗﺪﻓّﻖ اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﺑﻨﺎ ًء ﻋﲆ اﻋﺘﻤﺎدﻳﺔ اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت ﰲ ّ
ﺣﺎﻣﺪ ﺳﺎداﺗﻔﺎر ،وﺑﺘﻮل ﺧﺰاﻋﻲ

٣٧٢ - ٣٦٣

ﺷﺒﻜﺎت ﻋﺼﺒﻴّﺔ ﻧﺎﺗﺌﺔ ﻣﺴﺘﻮﺣﺎة ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪﻣﺎغ ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ ﺗﻤﻴﲒ اﻷﻧﺸﻄﺔ اﻟﺒﴩﻳﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام إﺷﺎرات
)واي-ﻓﺎي(
ﱚ ﻟﻴﻮﻧﻎ ﺗﺎن ،ﻳﺎن ﺗﺸﻴﻮ ووﻧﻎ ،وﺳﻴﺎﻓﲒا أﺣﻤﺪ رادزي

٣٩٠ - ٣٧٣

أﻧﻈﻤﺔ ﻛﺸﻒ اﻟﺘﻄ ّﻔﻞ ﰲ اﻟﺸﺒﻜﺎت ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﺗﻘﻨﻴﺎت ﻣﺮاﻗﺒﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﺼﻨﻴﻒ ﰲ ﺗﻌﻠّﻢ اﻵﻟﺔ وﺗﻘﻠﻴﻞ اﳊﺠﻢ:
ﻣﺮاﺟﻌﺔ ﻧﻈﺎﻣﻴّﺔ
زﻳﻦ ﻋﴚ ،ﻟﻴﲆ أﺑﻮ راﺷﺪ ،ﻣﺤﻤﻮد اﻟﻘﻀﺎة ،وﻋﺒﺪاﻟﻠﻪ ﻗﺼﻒ

٤٠٥ - ٣٩١

اﻟﻤﺠﺴﺎت اﻟﻼﺳﻠﻜﻴﺔ
ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ ﺗﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﻋﲆ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﺪّﻳﻨﺎﻣﻴّﺔ ﻟﻤﻮاﺟﻬﺔ ﻫﺠﻤﺎت اﻟﺒﺎﻟﻮﻋﺔ ﰲ ﺷﺒﻜﺎت
ّ
ﻫﺎدي ُﺧﴪَﰲ ،وﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻗﺎﺳﻤﻲ ﻏﻮل

ﻣﺠﻠﺔ ﻋﻠﻤﻴﺔ ﻋﺎﻟﻤﻴﺔ ﻣﺘﺨﺼﺼﺔ ﻣﺤﻜﻤﺔ
ﺗﺼﺪر ﺑﺪﻋﻢ ﻣﻦ ﺻﻨﺪوق دﻋﻢ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ

